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Abstract
This thesis presents results of investigative experiments using constant temperature
anemometry to measure three dimensional flows in a lowing tarik.
A three dimensional probe was configured from three single 45 0 hot-film probes
mounted with thC'.ir sensor plane at 120" to each other. Presented are the calibration data
for each of the single sensors for variations in velocity, yaw and pitch angles a~ well as
the performance of the three probes when mounted in close proximity to each other. The
calibration dala of each sensor was fitted by a two parameter non-linear polynomial in
velocity and yaw angle. The probes ll'P.re insensitive 10 variations in angle of pilch.
A nominal wake survey was done with the three dimensional probe on the
Institute of Marine Dynamics ship model No. M445, the model of a modern fishing
vessel form. The results from this wake survey are compared with the results from an
existing pitot tube wake survey done for this model. The spectrum of turbulence in the
wake is presented.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
Constant temperature anemomelry wa~ first employed by 1.V. King in the early
part of this century (Perry (1982)]. Though advances have been made over the years,
use of the instrument has predominantly been for measurements" in air. Application of
constant temperature anemometry for measurements in water, which requires use of hot~
film sensors with thick quartz coatings, has received less allcntion. Most of the
published experiments in water were done in water channels under controlled conditions.
Measurements in oilier fluid medium such as polymer solutions, mercury, blood,
glycerine and oil are possible with special probes designed for such specific applications
[,""mas (1986)),
The most commonly reported problems encountered with use of hot-film sensors
in water include sensor contamination, air bubbles on the sensor at high overheat ratio,
thermal instability during the burn in period and uncontrolled environment (varying
temperatures). calibration of sensors at high overheat ratios results in bubble formation
which is detrimental to the sensors and affect their response [WU and Bose (1992)].
Sufficient time has 10 be allowed for sensors to become stable before any measurements
can be done [WU and Bose (1991». In addition, sensors arc sensitive to changes in
water temperature in the towing tank. Variation of nuid temperature during the
calibration and testing process has a more pronounced effect in water than in air; the
reason being that low overheat ratios are used in water to prevent bubble formation and
boiling. A change of 2"C in water temperature causes an error of 26" in measured
velocity [Resch (1969». In such uncontrolled conditions. normal calibrations have to be
repeated before any test is carried out. Alternatively. by closely monitoring the water
temperature and applying an appropriate correction to the calibration, temperature
variations can be accounted for. Various methods for temperature correction have been
suggested by researchers in the past. Teffiperature compensation can be obtained by
evaluating the fluid propenies althe mean film temperature (Rahman et al. (1987». The
concept of varying overheat resistance provide results which represent hot-wire output
response to variations in fluid temperature [Hollasch and Gebhart (l97I)J.
Sensor contamination leads to a drift in the anemometer output voltage.
However, the contamination does not affect the frequency response of the probes up to
200 HZ, since for this range the penetration depth of thermal nuctuations is much larger
than the thickness of any dirt layer [Jimenez et aI. (1981)]. Tests at constant velocity
showed that, for cylindrical sensors, drift was a function of dirt particle size to sensor
radius [Morrow and Kline (l974)J. A conicaHype probe has been used in water nows
because its contamination by dirt particles is less than that for other design [Okuno
(1988)].
Successful calioration of the quartz-coated sensors in water has led to the use of
two sensors (X-configuration and vee sensors) and triple sensors for studying turbulent
now [Johnson and Eckelmann (I 984)J. The effects of mechanical interference between
sensors, as in the case of X-probes, could be severe, depending on the size of the probes
[Fernando et al. (1988)]. A multi-sensor hot wire probe can be u.~ed to measure vorticity
and velocity in turbulent flows [Vukoslavcenic et a1. (1989)].
Directional sensitivity, alignment of the sensor perpendicular to the axial velocity
component, is a key issue in the calibration of hot film probes. Errors in calibration,
velocity and turbulence measurement using a hot wire/film probe depend on the
directional sensitivity of the probe [Okuno (1988)]. Measures have been taken by
researchers to overcome the forward·reverse ambiguity in highly turbulent flows. Hot
wire probes have been used to obtain the thl'« components of mean velocities and six
components of Reynolds' stresses [Lakshminarayana et al. (1982)]. However, such work
has so far been limited mainly to measurements in air.
1.1 Ohjectives of Study
The aim of this work was to investigate the use of constant temperature
anemometry :., measure three dimensional floWJ; in a lowing tank. The work included the
following pans.
Calibrate hot-film sensors using constant temperature anemometers and invesiigate
the effect of changes in velocity, yaw and pitch angles on sensor output.
Investigate the effectiveness of use of three 45° hot film sensors to measure 3-D
flow fields.
Conduct a nominal wake test on a round bilge fishing vessel model.
Compare the results with data previously obtained from a pitot tube wake survey
done on the same model, at a speed of 0.54 mls.
Study the turbulence spectrum in the wake of the ship model.
CHAPTER TWO
Velocimetry Techniques
This chapter presents an overview of the various methods used to determine the
magnitude and direction of nuid velocity. Emphasis is put on those techniques which
have found application in hydrodynamic testing facilities such as towing tanks and
cavitation tunnels. The use of constant temperature anemometry, being the prime
objective of this work, has been discussed in detail.
2.1 Pitot Tubes
In spile of the development ofconstant temperature anemometry and laser doppler
velocimetry, pitot lubes are still used extensively for fluid flow measurements. A
conventional pitot lube in conjunction with water tube manometers can be used for
pressure measurements which are later translated into velocity. The development of
electronic pressure transducers and the reduction in the size of the pitot tube, which
otherwise affect the true flow pattem, have helped researchers to reduce some of the
errors in measurements.
Pitot tubes, apart from being relatively cheap, arc: mechaniC<Jly simple and
extremely robust for such applications. With appropriate pressure sensors, they can be
used OYer a wide range of flow velocities. A major disadvantage of pifot tube3 is that.
their presence in the flow tends to disturb/misread the actual flow pattern. In turbulent
Rows, pitot lUbe results are prone to errors, for the reason that only a single mean
velocity is obtained. The water column dynamics in the manometers does not pennit
turbulence measuremenl. Calibration of the system is done in two phases; one being the
transducer output voltage against pressure, and the other being probe tip geometry against
innowangle. The probe tip geometry influences the range of inflow angle that can be
measured. The practical upper limit on inflow angles for both spherical and conical tip
pitot tubes is about 35° (Harris (1993)].
2.2 Laser Doppler Velocimelry
laser doppler velocimetry is the most commonly encountered non-intrusive
technique used for fluid now meouuremenlS. By analogy with hot-wire anemometen,
laser velocimeten used for the determination of fluid velocities are referred to as laser
anemometers.
A laser doppler velocimeter measures velocity by measuring the doppler shift in
the frequency of laser light from incident and reflected light from microscopic particles
within the flow. Laser doppler velocimeters, like constant temperature anemometers,
provide information on the turbulent nature of the flow which cannot be obtained with
pitot tubes or other mechanical devices.
A laser doppler velocimeter has high spatial and temporal resolution depending
on the quality and quantity of the scattered particles. The density of seeding particle
concentration is a critical factor for LOA operation and effectively determines the data
sampling rate. In some instances, the dirt particles inherent in the flow are sufficient,
while in other cases artificial seed particles are introduced in the flow. These dirt
particles, also referred to as scattering centres, may vary in size irom a fraction of a p.m
to several tens of ~m for efficient operation. Particles which are too small will not
produce enough scattered power to exceed the noise level of the detection system.
Particles which are too large, on the other hand, will tend to block the light completely
and thus render the instrument inoperative. In effect, sampling rates for laser doppler
velocimeter and the accuracy of measurement depend on the optical arrangements,
detector, particle statistics, fluid medium, test speed, anticipated levels of turbulence and
finally on the approach to electronic signal processing [Durrani et. al. (1977)).
A major disadvantage of laser doppler velocimeter is that the measurement is not
continuous, unlike that from constant temperature anemometers. It gives measurements
at various instants of time. Also. measurements are not made directly of velocity.
Instead, these instruments measure velocities of particles in fluids, i.e. seed or dirt
particles, which mayor may not follow at the fluid velocity. The discrepancy between
particle velocities in fluids and fluid velocities may be significant for large particles
especially in turbulent flows (Durrani et. al. (1977)). Only panicles as small as 0.1 p.m
can faithfully follow turbulent flow in liquids such as water [Watrasiewicz et. al. (1976)].
Laser doppler velocimetry has three fundamental advantages over constant
temperature anemometry. Firstly, there is no flow interference since the probe;s purely
optical. Secondly, the system docs not require calibration as fluid velocity is measured
directly from the doppler shift in the frequency of coherent light reflected from scallering
centres. Thirdly, the instrument measures the component of velocity in a specified
direction, the output being a linear function of this velocity component.
In principle, laser doppler velocimeter measurements are non-intrusive in nature
except for the addition of seed particles to increase data acquisition rates to an acceptable
level. However, implementation 07 a laser doppler velocimeter system may become very
intrusive depending on the test facility and arrangement of the optical system, For
measurements in cavitation tunnels and small open water channels, the optical systcm can
be extemalto the flow. For towing tank applications, this equipment has either 10 be
placed directly in the flow or the laser beam has to be routed through an optical conduit
immersed in the flow, In the latter case, the optical conduit will absorb SOffie of the
laser light energy making less available to the interrogation beams. A laser doppler
velocimeter system costs as much as 10 times that of a constant temperature anemometer
system and because of this their use has been restricted.
2.3 Constant Temperature Anemornetry
Hot-film atlemometry and hot-wire anemometry work on the same principle
except that the geomelry of the sensors is different, The hot-film anemometer is
basically a thermal transducer. The principle of operation is as follows: an electric
current is passed through a fine filament which is exposed to Ihc flow. As the flow rate
varies, the heat transfer from the filament varies. This in lum causes a variation in the
heat balance of the filament The filament is made from a material which possesses a
temperature coefficient of resistance. The variation of resistance is monitoreJ by various
electronic methods which give signals related to the variations in flow velocity or flow
temperature,
There are three modes of operation of a hot-film system. First is the constant
temperature mode where the filament is placed in a feedback circuit which tends 10
maintain the film at constant resistance and hence conSlant temperature_ The second is
the constant current mode where the current in the wire is kept constant and variations
in wire resistance caused by the flow are measured by monitOring the voltage drop across
the filament. A third type, the pulsed wire anemometer. measures velocity by
momentarily heating a film to heat the Ouid around it. This spot of heated fluid is
convected downstream 10 a second film that acts as a temperature sensor. The time of
flight of the hot spot is inversely proportional to the fluid velocity. Of the three modes
described above. the constant temperature mode is the most frequently used, The reason
for this is that the feedback mechanism/servo mechanism responds rapidly and the sensor
temperature remains virtually constant. The voltage difference across the bridge is
related 10 the fluid velocily.
Heat transfer/cooling rate can be attributed 10 all of the following.
Heat loss from a hot-film sensor by convection to the fluid.
2. Heat loss from a hot-film sensor by conduction 10 the support needles.
3. Heat loss from the hoI-film sensor by radiation to cooler surroundings.
4. Storage of heat in the hot-film sensor.
King's law, by far the most well-known of the heat transfer laws used in hot-film
anemometry, is written as,
V'.", A+BU· (I)
where V is the anemomeler output voltage taken across the Wheatstone bridge in the
electronics package, U is the fluid velocity, I is an experimentally determined constant,
and A & B are experimental constants. Various modelling techniques have been
developed over the years which have been discussed in chapter 3.
Hot-wire anemometry was originally developed for use in gaseous flow fields but
the delicacy of wire probes prohibited their use in harsh or conductive media. However,
the development of film sensors heavily coated with quartz have been used successfully
in fluid applications. The quartz coating protects the sensors from contaminants,
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electrical and thermal damage. The dimensions of the sensors are of the order of microns
which hardly affects the flow pattern.
A distinct advantage of hot-film ancmomeuy is that the output from !he sensor
is continlJOllS with an cxuemely low response time and this reveals information on the
turbulence chasacteristics of the flow. It is possible to determine a mean flow component
from the sensor output, but a measurement can also be obtained of the level and
frequency of turbulence present in the flow. Sensors, once put through the bum·in
period, can be calibrated for varied angles of pitch and yaw, It is pertinent to carry out
Ihe entire calibration process at the same overheat ratio.
For the following rtaSOI\S, constant temperature anemometry has advantages over
other techniques:
1. Hot film probes are less intrusive to the llow than most pitot tube
assemblies.
2. Hi&h spatial resolution is accomplished.
3. The short response time permits investigations of high frequency flow
fluctuations.
4. The high flow sensitivity permits detection and measurement of very low
flow velocities.
5. Low cost compared to laser doppler velocimctry.
6. Continuous response to the flow characteristics.
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Chapter Three
Sensor Calibration
Before a wake survey could be done successfully, it was necessary to determine
the sensitivity of each sensor to flow velocity, magnitude and direction. By this means,
the characteristics of each sensor was established. A direct relationship between the
velocity and the measured output voltage, for each sensor. results in a calibration curve,
Previous experience had shown that it was necessary to bum in the sensors adequately
in order to ensure stable behaviour. A small channel was used for this purpose. During
this phase, periodical normal calibrations were done in order to ensure a stable
behaviour. It was found that a sensor look nearly 60-70 hours 10 stabilize. This
phenomenon was also observed with wedge shaped sensors when used for flow
measurements in water [WU and Bose (1992)),
3.1 Calibration Procedure
Though there are numerous ways employed to calibrate sensors, calibration of
individual sensors was done in a towing tank. Three consttnt temperature anemometers
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type 55MlO (CTA) and five 45" hot fUm sensors type 55R12, manufactured by Dantec
Electronics Inc., were available for this research work. Description of the CTAs, hot
ftlm sensors and the electronic circuitry associated with constant temperature anemometry
have been detailed in the manual published by Dantee Electronics. Each 45" hot-ftlm
sensor was held individually at the end of a rod connected to the calibration rig. At the
end of the rod was a hole drilled at 45°, to accommodate the sensor. This was done in
order to calibrate each sensor in a direction normal to the sensor film. Scales attached
to the rod allowed changes to be made in pitch and yaw angles. Perpendicularity of the
rod was ensured by using a plumb line and by calibrating at slight changes in yaw angle
on either side of lhe zero reading on the protractor. Figures I and 2 show the calibration
arrangement.
Fig 1 : Calibration Setup
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~~Angl.'.
~
Fig_ 2 : Modified Calibration Rig
The towing carriage was operated at known speeds and the voltage outpUts from
the sensors were recorded. Data of carriage spcc:d and sensor output were recorded on
a "micro computer throulh a Keithley S7S 16 bit AID convertor. Two channels were
used, one for carriage velocity and the other for sensor outpUt voltqc.
The sensors were set at an overbcat ratio of 0.4 during the entm calibnltion
process. The overheat ratio was calculated based on the temperature of the fluid medium
(Tw) and the temperature of the sensor (Ts). Ovettlc:at ratio, " can be expmsed as
a'" (Ts-Tw) ITs
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(2)
A constant decade resistane.e setting in the anemometer helped maintain a oonstant
overheat ratio. Water temperature was recorded before commencementof calibration and
the sensor temperature thereby obtained was used to set the decade resistance. The
formula used to set the decade resistance is
R.s '" ~ + (ax Rs(Ts-Tw)] (3)
where R.. is the decade resistance, ~ is the total resistance of the sensor including the
lead resiSlance, a is the temperature coefficient of resistivity and R, is the sensor
resistance.
Firstly, sensor 3 was calibrated for pitch and yaw angles. During the initial
stages of calibration, it was found that this sensor was sensitive to pilch; which after
several runs disappeared. It is possible that the sensor, though put through the bum in
period, was not burnt in adequately on the sides. These hot film sensors have a very
small rectangular cross section nickel film and are coated with a 2 Ilm layer of quartz.
Following an adequate bum in period, the sensor was found to be insensitive to changes
in pitch angle and yaw calibrations were done. As the sensor output depends on the rate
of heat transfer, the effective area normal to the flow is reduced as the yaw angle is
increased. Once the behaviour of the sensor was known, calibrations of sensor 2 and
sensor I were done and these showed similar trends to senwr 3. During the bum in
process, sensor 4 was accidently burnt out. Three sensors were needed for the wake
survey. Sensor S was calibrated as a spare. Normal, pitch and yaw calibrations for all
four sensors were done in November and December of 1993.
IS
3.2 Calibration Models
King's law is usually expressed as
yl .. A + BU" (4)
where V is the anemometer output voltage, U is the fluid velocity flowing past the sensor,
and A and B are experimental constants. King, based on his experiments, found the
magnitude of the exponent n to be 0.5 [King (1914)).
A general fonn of modified King's law is written as
yl = ~ Akl1'" (5)
where V is the voltage, V is the velocity of the fluid, m is the order of the polynomial,
Ak and exponent n are experimental constants [Wu and Bose (1992)]. This calibration
model was used to analyze pitch and nonnal calibration data for all sensors.
In the case of a 3-D flow. the sensor is cooled by the velocity components in all
directions, but its sensitivity to each component differs. The heat loss in this case
depends on the effective cooling velocity, V" which should replace U in the above
equation. For such cases, the effective cooling velocity is expressed as
(6)
where ~ and kb are the yaw and pitch factors respectively [Champagne et al. (1967)).
This method assumes the yaw factor to be constant over the entire velocity range.
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However, it has been found that the yaw factor showed strong velocity dependence at low
velocities [Wu and !:Jose (1994)J,
A two-variable non-linear polynomial of ~he fonn
V2 .. ~ ~ AkjtPa\·j (7)
was proposed as a better calibration model [Wu and Bose (1993)J. In the above equation,
a is the yaw angle, m is the order of the polynomial and k is subscript of polynomial of
mth order. Yaw calibration data for each sensor was fitted using a least squares fit
program based on the above equation. Coefficients obtained, for a polynomial of order
3 (m=3), were used to analyze test data. Polynomial of order 2 gave an error which was
larger than that obtained using a polynomial of 3rd order.
Water temperature changed significantly during the calibration process. Initially,
the anemometer was set such that the sensors worked at an overheat ratio of 0.4. The
decade resistance setting on the erA was left untouched in spite of temperature
fluctuations. Temperature was recorded during every calibration process. Effectively, the
sensors were allowed to operate at slightly varying overheat ratios. In order to accurately
detennine the characteristics of the sensor for varied overheat ratio, a series of runs was
made using sensor S. operated at overheat ratios ranging from 0.2 to 0.4. Calibration
voltage, in addition to curve-fitted voltage and percentage error at each point, is given in
t~ble I. A plot of the nonnal calibrations at various overheat ratios shows that the voltage
level from the sensor at a given speed increased with an increase in overheat ratios and
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vice-versa (fig. 4).
For simultaneous calibration of the three sensors, oriented al 120· apart, a holder
was made up which could also be used for the wake survey (fig. 3). It was decided not
10 disturb the orientation of the sensors after calibration; once mounted in the holder, the
same sensor and holder assembly was used for both Ihe calibration and tests. Sensors 1,3
and 5 were chosen for wake lests due to their steady perfonnance during the calibration
process. Adequate yaw calibration data was not available for sensor 2.
120'
Fig. 3 : Holder for 3·D configuration of probes
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3.3 Calibration Results
Normal calibrations were repeated on different days to check if the sensor
responses were stable at a given overheat ratio. Modelling I curve-fitting of nonnal
calibration data was based on the modified fonn of King's law (eqn. 5). A third order
polynomial was chosen over a second order rolynomial for the reason that a beller curve
fit with minimum curve fitting crror was achicvcd.
Figures 5,6,7 and 8 arc indicative of repealability levels ofnonnal calibration for
sensors 1,2,3 and 5 respectively. Tables 2,3,4 and 5 contain corresponding calibration
data points, curve·fitted voltage (Vc) and the percentage error (% Error) in curve fit at
every point. The response of each sensor was almost the same for calibrations done either
twice on the same day or over a span of 2 to 3 days.
Figures 9,10,12 and 13 are indicative of the insensitivity of the four sensors to
variation in pitch angles. Tables 6,7,9 and 10 contain their corresponding calibration data
and curve fitting error at each point. Also, the nonnal calibration for each sensor had
good correspondence with the pitch calibration. Pitch calibration data were modelled
based on a third order polynomial of the modified King's law (eqn. 5). Curve fitting
eTTors were negligible and hence the modified fonn of King's law was adequate to check
for repeatability of nonnal calibration. Though there were slight variations in sensor
19
response during pitch calibration. this was nN as significant as in yaw cilibralions.
Hence. it was assumed that the sensors were insensitive to changes in pitch angle. Figure
II indicates the levels of sensitivity of sensor 3 to changes in angles of pitch observed
in the earlier stages of the burn in period; these reduced ..ner funher bum in. Table 8.
corresponds to this initial pitch calibration plot.
Yawc:alibration was modelled based on the two-variable non-linear polynomial of
order 3 (eqn. 7). for the four sensors. The method of yaw factor modelling (eqn. 6)
assumes that the yaw factor is constant for any given angle, over a range of velocity. As
discussed earlier, this is not necessarily true at lower speeds. Figures 15.16,17 and 18
show the yaw characteristics of the sensors. Maximum heat transfer occurs when the
sensor plane is at 900 to the flow direction. i.e. the nonnal projected area to the flow is
maximum. Also. heat transfer is minimum when the sensor plane is parallel to the
direction of now, i.e. the normal projected area to the flow is minimum. The yaw
calibration data. coefficients of the polynomials and the percentage error at each point can
be found in the appendix. along with the computer program used for analysis. It can be
seen that the curve-fitting error based on this model. at most points in the region of
interest (0.54 mls), was under 0.7 %.
20
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a_0.4
a_0.35
a.0.3
a_0.25
.!!
! a_0.2
. •..~
>
20L--O:"".2::----:0...,•--O:"".•::----:O.'':.•----'1~----:I.":.2----'1.4::-----:1.":.•----,-,.':-.---:!
V.loclly (mI.)
Fig. 4 : Effect of Varied Overheat Ratio (55)
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a" 020 ... 025
Velocltv Voltage V, %Error
0.ססOO 2.5261 2.5331 0.2744
0.1216 4.3993 •.3705 0.6518
0.2471 4.8147 4.B084 0.1304
0.4996 5.2363 5.3070 1.3494
0.7511 5.6072 5.6157 0.1513
1.0034 5.9135 5.8370 1.2939
1.2554 6.0040 6.0049 0.0155
1.5064 6.1099 6.1364 0.4338
Valoclty Vo?I:aga V, %Error
0.ססOO 2.9036 2.9059 0.0801
0.1216 5.1570 5.1511 0.1146
0.2479 5.6849 5.6637 0.3729
0.4988 6.1465 ...... 1.3037
0.7506 6.6277 6.5676 0.9062
1.0030 •.0344 6.8041 0."'"
1.2546 ••9268 6.9769 0.7227
1.B0e2 7.1206 7.1070 0.1910
• 035.
Veloctty Voltage V, %Error
0.ססOO 3.5427 3.5487 0.1879
0.1224 6.3709 6.3442 0.4179
0.2478 •.9622 6.9589 0.0466
0.4994 7.5588 7.6342 0.9974
0.7514 8.0679 8.0367 0.3876
1.0027 8.3437 8.3107 0.3985
1.2546 8.5166 8.5089 0.0907
1.5056 •.6327 8.6548 0.2561
030a=
Veloc Volta e V, %Error
0.ססOO 3.1735 3.1767 0.0955
0.1213 5.6448 5.6093 0.6219
0.2471 6.2147 6.2854 1.1365
0.4994 7.0239 ...... 0.8187
0.7510 7.3504 7.3373 0.1785
1.0029 7.5103 7.5876 1.0312
1.2542 7.8413 7.7837 0.7334
1.5060 7.9447 7.9500 0.1737
a - 04Q
-
Velo Vo" V, %Error
0.0000 3.8870 3.0897 0.0689
0.1212 6.9107 6.8920 0.2709
0.2481 7.6363 7.5525 0.2147
0.4998 8..... 8.2697 0.1567
0.7612 8.7035 8.7003 o,~
1.0046 9.0154 8.0002 O.td85
1.2561 9.2221 9.2187 0.0369
1.5071 9.3745 9.3837 0.0979
Table I : Normal Calibration wilh Varied Overheat Ratio(SS)
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run onl
run two
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vlllocity Im/l)
Fig. S ; Repeatability of Nonna! Calibration (51)
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R #1un
Vela VOlta • Vc % Error
0.ססOO 3.6193 3.6192 0.0016
0.1220 6.4724 6.4762 0.0583
0.2471 7.0906 7.0825 0.1141
0.4993 7.7061 7.7092 0.0404
0.7502 8.0618 8.0885 0.0834
1.1044 8.3991 8.3963 0.0332
1.4556 8.6293 8.6158 0.1566
1.8072 8.7601 8.7754 0.1744
2.2607 8.9298 8.9254 0.0491
Run #2
VelocItY VClttaae Vc % Error
0.ססOO 3.6475 3.6478 0.0069
0.1217 6.4822 6.4817 0.0069
0.2468 7.0544 7.0544 0.0005
0.4991 7.6886 7.8644 0.0549
0.7508 8.0542 8.0631 0.1100
1.2545 8.5312 8.5262 0.0588
1.7578 8.8009 8.6002 0.0076
2.2813 8.9724 8.9737 0.0148
Table 2 : Nonnal Calibration (SI)
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1O~------~-------~--------,
run one
run two
0.5
VelocIty (m/s)
Fig. 6 : Repeatability of Nonna! Calibration (S2)
2S
1.5
A "#1u
velOCitY VoltWie Va % Error
0.ססOO 3.5292 3.5309 0.0473
0,1218 6.6103 6.5958 0.2188
0.2473 7.2211 7.2363 0.2105
0.4998 7.9349 7.9459 0.1393
0.7506 8.3992 8.3746 0.1758
1.0045 8.6864 8.6800 0.0730
1.2554 8.B~~q 8.9068 0.0892
R *2un
Vela Votta e Va % Error
0.ססOO 3.5973 3.5997 0.0649
0.1214 6.8239 6.6054 0.2821
0.2473 7.2078 7.2243 0.2304
0.4999 7.9049 7.9138 0.1104
0.7512 8.3154 8.33n 0.2688
1.0034 B.7065 8.6435 0.7228
1.2547 8.8458 8.B7B1 0.3851
Table 3 : Nonna! caubl'1.tion (52)
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Fig. 7 : Repeatability of Normal Calibration (53)
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R #,un
VelOcltV Vo" Vo " Error
0.0000 3.3487 3.3588 0.2983
0.12'3 5.6040 5.5504 0.9559
0.2478 6.1085 6.1444 0.5882
0.4992 6.7717 6.8242 0.n57
0.7511 7.2852 7,2511 0.4676
1.0033 7.5659 7.5552 0.1407
1.2546 7.7999 7.78.."3 0.2198
1.5066 7.9481 7.9599 0.1341
1.7581 8.0850 8.0956 0.1308
2.0090 8.2043 8.2017 0.0307
R #2un
Velocltv Voltaaa Vo "Error
0.0000 3.3558 3.3835 0.2341
0.1212 5.8406 5.5994 0.9258
0.2474 6.1217 6.1759 0.8851
0.4908 6.8338 6.8479 0.2061
0.7524 7.2853 7.2659 0.2670
1.0020 7.5820 7.5585 0.0484
1.2536 7.7894 7.7794 0.1287
1.5063 7.9424 7.9496 0.0899
t.7549 8.0n5 8.0794 0.0232
2.0096 8.1808 8.1822 0.0172
Table 4 : Normal Calibration (53)
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Fig. 8 : Repeatability of Normal Calibration (55)
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Run'"Velocltv Voltoco Vc "Error
0.ססOO 3.6314 3.6339 0.0685
0.1215 6.7202 6.6995 0.3123
0.2478 7.3662 7.3648 0.2511
0.4995 6.1504 8.1731 O.zn4
0.7509 6.6999 6.6620 0.1925
1.0028 9.0872 9.0630 0.2665
1.2546 9.3486 9.3674 0.2013
Run#2
VeloCItY Voltaae Vc "Error
0.ססOO 3.5496 3.5514 0.0788
0.1222 6.7131 6.8909 0.3317
0.2476 7.3560 7.3745 0.2518
0.4988 6.1376 8.1817 02950
0.7504 8.6798 8.aan 0.1383
1.0029 9.0763 9.044S 0.3721
1.2550 9.3201 9.3432 0.2483
Run*3
Vol
0.ססOO
0.1223
0.2473
0.4998
0.7515
1.0018
1.2550
Votta e Vc
3.5887 3.5706
6.7266 6.7099
7.3691 7.3618
8.1498 8.1698
8.6812
9.0649
9.3782
"'Error
0.0538
0.2446
0.1725
0.2456
0.0620
0.3729
0.2300
Table S : Normal Calibration (55)
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Fig. 9 : Effect of Varied Pitch Angle (51)
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2.'
Normal
VelocItY Vottage Vo "Error
0.ססOO 3.5939 3.5961 0.0601
0.1219 6.5749 6.5424 0.4947
0.2475 7.0887 7.1401 0.7253
0.5001 7.6063 7.7971 0.1168
0.7516 6.2096 8.1923 0.2136
1.2551 6.6819 8.6773 0.0533
1.7595 8.9479 8.9668 0.2111
22620 9.1592 9.1511 0.0685
10d ,ee.
Vel Volta e Vo ~ErrOf
0.ססOO 3.6295 3.6284 - 0.0428
0.1217 6.5282 6.5434 0.2461
0.2480 7.2349 7.2069 0.3868
~- 7.6602 7.8733 0.16028.2301 6.2409 0.1252
1.2549 6.6864 8.6869 0.1979
1.7569 6.9252 6.9346 0.1105
2.2622 9.1462 9.1444 0.0229
30 ...
Velocltv Voltage Vo "Error
. 0.ססOO 3.6399 3.6445 0.1260
0.1208 6.5306 6.5163 0.1668
0.24n 7.1232 7.1058 0.2438
0.5004 7.7222 7.7478 0.3310
0.7518 6.0960 8.1396 0.5254
1.2539 6.6871 8.6261 0.6801
1.7575 6.9262 8.9322 0.0667
2.2612 9.1257 9.1368 0.1221
Table 6 : Pitch Calibration (51)
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1Or---------r------~r_------...,
10 deg,
20 deg.
30 deg.
40 dell.
30~-------=O':.5---------:c-------7t.5
Vtloelly(m/s)
Fig_ to: Effect of Varied Pitch Angle (82)
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10 r...
V. V Vo % Error
0.ססOO 3.5947 3.5963 0.0428
0.'222 6.5970 6.6806 0.2408
0.2477 7.1713 7.1890 0.2470
0.6000 7.8683 7.8756 0.1172
0.75'4 6.3134 6.3044 0.'076
1.0037 6.B33B 6.6'80 0,1824
1.2550 6.8495 8.8619 0.1398
SOd rlOS
V V Vo "EnOl'
0.ססOO 3.5720 3.5723 0,0085
0.1215 6.5628 6.5545 0.1236
0.2484 7.0791 7.0874 0.1175
0.4996 7.7335 7.7377 0.0542
0.7510 6.'679 8.'905 0.2760
1.0031 6.6066 8.5506 0.6495
1.2552 6.B254 6.8S43 0.3280
20 oar...
V Volt. Vo %ErrOf
0.ססOO 3.6043 3.6052 0.0233
0.1218 6.5899 6.5827 0.0947
0.246' 7.1681 7.1672 0.0100
0.4991 7.6086 7.8278 0.2721
0.7516 6.2573 6.2536 0.0450
'.0039 6.599B 8,5707 0.3382
'.2549 6.6053 8.6232 0.202lI
40daarees
V V Vo
" Error
0.ססOO 3.6081 3.6095 0.0377
0.1222 6.6124 6.5958 O.24n
0.2481 7.1513 7.1628 0.1585
0.4994 7.78'5 7.6125 0.398ll
0,7518 6.2530 B.2362 0.2045
1.0038 8.5924 8.5553 0.4325
'.2553 8.7883 6.6'33 0.3073
Table 7 : Pitch Calibration (S2)
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lOr----,.-------r-----,----..-----,
Initial Observation
".:::.:.::.:
10deg.(cw)
20 dig. (ew)
30 dig. (CW)
40 de;. (ew)
10 dIg. (aew)
20 dlg.faew)
30:------;Oc':.,----:------:,c':.':----~----:'2.'
Velocity (11'1/1'
Fig. 11 : Effect of Varied PilCh Angle (53)'
• Initial observation during the bum in period.
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10_ • /C'M
v v V,
""""0.0000 3.3165 3.3'" 0.00111
iJ.1219 5.9961 ~""" 0.13380.2478 6.6sn U3D5 0.4'07
0.4993 7.2570 7.2093 0.5791
0.751. 7..... 7.e922 0.0815
I ..... 7._ 7..... 0.421-4
1.2543 ~,... ..,... 00061
~ usn • .3022 0.18261.0092 8.4163 8.4357 0.2305
~"'7 8.5210 as03' 0._
30 dear", ICWI
V.1oollY VoIItQe V, "Em><
0.0000 3.2985 3.3002 O.D474
0.1212 5.9807 5.9612 0.3184
0.2476 6.5002 6.5227 0.3430
0.4996 7."" 7.1184 0.3878
0.7509 7.5252 7.4814 0.....
1."" 7.7605 7.7488 0.1497
1.2551 7..... 7.9647 0=
1.5064 8.1512 8.1483 0.0331
1.6063 8.3073 8.3426 0<...
~0003 ...... 8.4&11 03216
10 dlIarees fACWI
V V V,
""""0.0000 3.3254 3.3270 0.0067
0.1208 urn U701 0.6111
O.~75 6.5531 8.6189 '.0036
0.4994- 7.2693 7.2023 0.1745
0.7511 7._ 7.65110 1.7316
1.0031 7..... 7.8153 0.6404
I ...... 7.....
"'067 '.52861.5053 8.2976 8.2608 0.4418
1.8069 '.5205 8.4158 '.2279
2.0083 ...... 0..... 0.7542
..-
./C'M
V V V, "Em><
00100 ...... 3.3297 0.0101
0.121' 5"" 50357 0''''
...... ~.... 8.5317 02220
0..... 7.1838 7.1828 o.oUI3
0.7513 7._ 7.5781 0_5
,..... ,.- 7..... ......,
1.2549 ~..., ....., 0.....
1.5071 ,.2211,
..-
0.10241._ 8.3748 ...... 02607
2.01<10 U'" ~_. 0.1852
<400.0r_ICWlV._ VoIllge V, %EITOf
0.0000 3.3426 3._ 0.0537
0.1218 5._ 5.9122 0.2988
0.2475 ~.... 6.3478 0.1112
o...m '.0003 B.9541 0.7790
0.7501 7.3731 ,.3353 0.5113
1.0003 7..... 7.6151 05337
,.2542 7.8197 '.0325 0.1635
,.- '.0007 8.0101 0.24271._ .,... 8.1847 D.36Oll
~""" 8.3109 &2tl35 O.32ll7
2O~... IACWl
V V Vo "E"",
00100 3._ 3.4112 0.4~
01220 ~.... 5.0335 D.383O
0,2475 6.5217 U475 1.1375
05002 7JJ851 7.1521 1.2310
0'520 7.4537 7....' 1.802'
I ..... 7.8789 ,.om 0.....
1.2551 8.2484 8.1282 1.421e
1.5075 8.Z8lI1 ...... 02382
1.8092 8.4424 8.4727 0.3588
2.0101 ...... 8.5578 0.127&
Table 8 ; Pitch calibration (83)"
• Initial calibration during the bum in period.
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Fig. 12 : Effect of Varit'd Pitch Angle (53)"
• After the sensor had stabilized.
37
Norm..
Vel Vo~ Vc %Erra
0.ססOO 3.4336 3.4349 0.0373
0.1211 6.0005 5.9956 0.0615
0.2478 6.5697 6.5124 0.0406
0.7515 7.6078 7.6007 0.0933
1.0032 7,8514 7.8760 0.3133
1.5062 8.2702 8.2435 0.3228
2.0088 8.4614 8.4718 0.1234
5de rees
VeloCItV Voltage Vc " Error
0.ססOO 3.4336 3.4413 0.2218
0.1113 6.0074 5.9633 0.7334
0.2460 6.5713 6.6146 0.659'
0.7512 7.8223 7.6488 0.3471
1,0026 7.9547 7.9208 0.4262
1.5061 8.2854 8.2754 0.1089
2.0094 8.4761 8.4871 0.1305
lOde rees
VelocItY Voltage Vc "Error
0.ססOO 3.4336 3.4355 0.0545
0.1213 5.9654 5.9678 0.0415
0.2472 6.5792 8.5841 0.2302
0.7518 7.6054 7.6308 0.3317
1.0032 7.9069 7.9101 0.0401
1.5065 8.3044 8.2727 0.3815
2.0087 8.4882 8.4828 0.1723
Table 9 : Pitch Calibration (53)"
• After the sensor had stabilized.
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10r-------~-----~-----____,
normal
10 d.g.
30 d.g. (acwi
30d.g. (ew)
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V.locHy (mI.)
Fig. 13: Effect of Varied Pitch Angle (5S)
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v
0.0000
0.1215
0,2485
0,5005
0,7518
1,0040
1.2555
10de rees A
Volta e Vc
3,6173 3,6176
6.8015 6.8013
7.4584 7,4514
8.2038 8.2178
8,7213 8,7308
9.1617 9.1287
9.4393 9.4560
"Error
0,0068
0,0028
0.0939
0.1700
0,1085
0,3604
0.1768
30 degrees {ACWl
VelocItY Voltaae Vc %ErrOf
0,0000 3,5904 3,5909 0.0134
0,1228 6,8575 8,8550 0,0357
0.2485 7.5140 7,5090 0,0668
0,5003 8.2517 8,2735 0,2&<0
0.7517 8,7879 8,m2 0,1223
1.0039 9.1777 9,1629 0,1611
1.2546 9,4856 9.4764 0.1'46
30 degrees (CWl
Velocttv Voltaae Vc '% Error
0,0000 3,5904 3,5906 0,0083
0,1213 6.7807 6,7794 0,0192
0.2485 7.4255 7.4166 0."99
0.4991 8.1551 8.1763 0,2802
0,7514 8,6793 8,8991 0,2278
1.0030 9,1702 9.1074 0,fl853
1.2547 9.4182 9,_ 0,3417
Table 10 : Pitch Calibration (55)
40
,.r-----r-----r---~---_r_--~___,_--__,
yaw anlll'·lo dIg.
10 dig.
20 d'".
..0 d.g.
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Velocity (mIl)
Fig. 14: Yaw-Pitch Calibration (53)°
• Fixed yaw angle of 10' and varied pitch angle.
• 1
10 de rees
Veloci Vc~
0.4993 7.0163
0.7517 7.3044
40de rees
Veloc Voltage
0.4995 6.9981
0.7509 7.3001
20d
Velo
0.4986
0.7512
reas
Volt e
7.0381
7.3043
Table 11 : Yaw-Pitch Calibration (53)'
• Fixed yaw angle of l00 and varied pitch angle.
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10r----~---~---~---~r_---_,
polyfit
raw data
30L----:O"':.S~---'-----:,"':.S----:-----72.S
Velocity (mf.)
Fig. is: Yaw Calibration (SIr
• Yaw calibration was also done al8O", 7rr, W. 30",20" and 10".
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Fig. 16 : Yaw Calibration (52)"
• Yaw calibration was also done at 80" and f:ff.
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Fig. 17 : Yaw Calibration (S3)"
....
•• r
polyflt
raw dala
2.5
• Yaw calibration was also done at 80", 70", 6lr.300, 20" and 10".
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1Or-------~------~------...,
polylll
taw data
0.5
V.loc~y(m/·l
Fig. 18 : Yaw Calibration (55r
• Yaw calibration was also done at 80", 60", 20" and 10".
1.5
CHAFfER FOUR
Wake Survey Using CTA
Wake survey, in general, is conducted on ship models to clearly quantify the flow
pattern in the propeller plane. The nature of the flow in the wake governs the design of
an efficient propulsion and steering system, Also. the pattern of flow behind the hull
will be influenced by the basic hull form and will determine the selection and placement
of propulsors. The wake behind a ship model is complex and three-dimensional. A
theoretical approach 10 its determination is nOI generally pursued. However, with the
advent of supercomputers, a computational approach could become feasible in the near
future. An analytical approach requires the clear interpretation of the flow, in addition
10 solving the Navier-Stokes equations in three dimensions at high Reynolds' numbers.
The most practical method for wake determination, which has been followed to date, is
to cany out experiments on a model and extrapolate the results 10 that of a full scale
ship. Tests on a full scale ship are expensive and not generally feasible.
Model nominal wake data for ships are presented either as a contour plot or as
curves of velocity versus angular position and radii in the propeller plane.
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4.1 Experimental Procedure
A model of a round bi1ee fishing vessel (M44') WLl used for tltis study. This
model is similar 10 recent designs of lon,--Iiners in Newfoundland. Figure 19 is a body
plan of the model and table 12 gtvt:S the model particulars. Pitot tube wake survey
results at speeds of 0.54 mlJ and 1.8 mls Wete available for this model from previous
tests done at the Institute for Marine Dynamics. These speeds were equivalent to full
scale ship speeds of 3 knots and 9 knots respectively. The wake survey using hot film
anemometry in this study was done at a speed of O.'S m/s.
Fig. 19 : Body Plan of Round Bille Model
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ModeVShipScale
Length, BP
Breadth, Max
Draft,FP
Draft,AP
Trim
Displacement
1:8
2.12Sm
0.838m
0.396 m
0.431m
O.Q3Sm
0.438Mt
Table 12 : Model Paroculats
In this work, modifications were made to the wake rUe that was used for the
pilot tube wake survey in order to accomodate the J..D hot film sensor. Figure 3 shows
the configuration of the three sensors in a holder which was held in the wake rake. The
rake unit and the associated sensor holder for wake survey is shown in figure 20.
l!.UeSuppon
Ship Hull
Fia. 20 : Wake Survey Setup
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The rake unit, which could be rotated about the propeller shaft axis, accommodated
the sensors at five different radii; each radius was on the propeller plane. The wake rake
was rotated by a digitally contrclled stepping motor fixed on the inboard end of the shaft,
The top portion of the skeg near the region of the hull represented 00 and the boltom
portion of the skeg in the region of the keel represented 180·, The entire wake rake unit
was rotated in the clockwise direction (looking from the stem ponion) which covered half
the propeller plane, Each sensor, in the 3-D setup, wa~ connecled by standard cables to
three anemometers which helped maintain a constant overheat ratio of 0.4 throughout the
test. The response of the three sensors in the wake of the model was sampled at 300 Hz
for a sampling period of 20 seconds, Data of carriage speed and sensor output were
recorded on a computer through a Keithley S7S 16 bit AID convertor. Tests were done
over a period of five days (one radius per day), Calibration of sensors were done every
morning and the actual tests were done in the afternoon.
4.2 Wake Survey Results
Test voltages from the three sensors contained velocities and directions, As a
result. an iterative approach was adopted to determine the velocity and direction of flow
(with respect to each sensor). The coefficients of the two·variable non-linear polynomial
(one set for each sensor) and test voltages were put through an iterative program to solve
for axial, tangential and radial components of velocities. The routine of the program was
so
to assume a velocity close to the free slTeam velocity, iterate for the yaw angle of each
sensor and substitute each yaw angle in the direction cosine relation for the respective
sensor. From the three components of velocities, thus obtained. the modulus was
calculated and compared with the assumed velocity. The proceJS was repeated till the
asJumed velocity almost equalled the calculated velocity. Subsequently, the three
components of velocities were transformed into vessel coordinates. This iterative program
was successfully tested for Icnown values of voltage, velocity and yaw angle which were
obtained from the yaw calibration process. The program used for iteration is available
in the appendix.
Results from the pitot tube wake survey are presented in the following pages
{Nordeo Ltd. (1991»). Figures 21, 22 and 23 represent axial, tangential and radial
components of velocities in the wake, at a model test speed of 0.54 mls and 5 radii along
the propeller plane. Test results were available for the entire region of the propeller plane
(11 to 3611). Assuming symmetrical now on either sides of the propeller plane. CTA
wake survey was done on one half oflhe propeller plane (0- to 180-, clockwise direction,
looking from tile stem).
Wake survey results using constanl lemperature anemometers are presented in
figure:; 24, 25 and 26. The varialion in the pattern of the flow over the five day tesl
period is either due to varying temperatures during the test period or deterioration of
sensors after prolonged use. Temperature variation during the entire test period was found
5\
to be:!: O.S·C. In Ihe region of 50' 10 150', the sensors were exposed to the free stream
flow and as a result should measure the free stream velocit)'. The reduction and variation
in the axial component in this range (fig. 24) shows that the temperature correction based
on calibrations done on the respective days of the test needs to be improved. Based on
the calibration done every da)' before the test, the test data was approximated Iinearl)'
(with 0.55 mJs as the reference, a multiplication factor was established). Figures 25 and
26 represent the tangential and radial component of velocities. The pattern is comparable
10 that of the pitot tube wake survey results. The amount of reduction in the axial
component ofvelocit)' tends to augment the tangential and radial velocity components due
to the geometry used in the iteration process.
Both wake surveys confinn a relatively unifonn distribution of water flow in the
propeller plane for ...ngles ranging from 50' to ISO', except for the region of skeg. The
drop in the axial velocity component in the region of skeg is due to the flow retardation
generated by the presence of the skeg.
S2
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Fig. 22 : Pilot Tube Wake Survey (tangential velocity)
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Fig. 23 : Pitot Tube Wake Survey (radial velocity)
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dea. UX/U Ut/U Ur/U
3 0.81051 -0.02297 0.06689
6 0.78138 -0.06613 0.07136
9 0.73743 -0.08159 0.05034
15 0.72309 -0.16840 -0.00966
20 0.78707 -0.23801 -0.06155
!--¥s-Ell1-0·28862 I -0.11024I--fs- I -0.18527~ ~ .26940 I -0.096790.00890!-;it 1.01502 -0.21902 0.09B02
135 0.99415 -0.14480 0.14415
155 0.95690 -0.05742 0,16632
160 0.95119 -0.03785 0.17012
165 0.94132 0.00290 0.17359
171 O.87~'J7 0.09595 0.16127
183 0.53912 -0.25827 0.07403
186 0.82341 -0.12403 0.17563
189 0.91676 -0.07252 0.19446
195 0.94892 0.ססOO2 0.19244
200 0.95632 0.03522 0.18783
205 0.95460 0.06299 0.18240
225 1.00158 0.16831 0.15683
245 1.00897 0.23906 0.10954
270 0.99048 0.29843 0.01954
295 0.97812 0.31441 -a,OlSlO
315 0.96706 0.29843 -0,15379
335 0.96982 0.29311 -0.18682
340 0.90235 0.29109 -0.13063
345 0.88442 0.28701 ·(J.11490
351 0.79888 0.24150 -0.05991
360 0.83349 -0.02708 0.07032
Table 13 : Pitot Tube Wake Survey Data (radius - 5.08 em)
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d UXlU Ul/U Ur/U
3 0,76378 -<l.04S49 -0.16367
6 0.88961 -0.14200 -0.17470
9 0.94227 -0.14218 -0.17183
15 0.93106 -0.17918 -0,18427
20 0.93731 -0.20452 -0.19521
25 0.92012 -0.22003 -0.19571
45 0.95727 -0.27469 -0.16189
65 0.96402 -0.28769 -0.08184
90 0.96819 -0.26759 0.02453
115 0.97281 -0.21604 0.10544
135 0.98704 -o.1nS7 0.14188
155 1.00161 -0.10321 0.17186
160 0.99947 -0.06380 0.17648
165 0.99135 -0.05702 0.17627
171 0.98288 -0.02797 0.17818
183 0.66769 -0.15756 0.12762
186 0.89171 -0.10111 0.19854
189 0.94831 -0.04247 0.20920
195 0.96548 0.00018 0.19542
200 0.98746 0.02523 0.19640
205 0.98724 0.05108 0.19384
225 0.99365 0.13901 0.16863
245 0.97065 0.20531 0.12061
270 0.96432 0.26147 0.03950
295 0.96628 0.28222 -0.06583
315 0.95817 0.26667 -0.14882
335 0.94873 0.21585 -0.20404
340 0.94173 0.19765 -0.20974
345 0.95186 0.17823 -O.215n
351 0.98234 0,15001 -0.21045
360 0.85014 0.12279 -0.18059
Table 14 : Pitot Tube Wake Survey Data (radius - 6.98 em)
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dec. Ux/U UtJU Ur/U
3 0.79088 ·0.10025 -0.24162
6 0.88392 -0.10695 -0.27823
9 0.91180 -0.11430 -0.27459
15 0.92633 -0.15530 -0.25086
20 0.94332 -0.18899 -0.24645
25 0.94707 -0.21386 -0.22625
45 0.97085 -0.27191 -0.15129
65 0.97702 .Q.28546 -0.05866
90 0.98664 .Q.26463 0.04740
115 0.99390 -0.21135 0.12764
135 0.99846 -0.14806 0.16940
'55 0.98812 .0.06561 0.18663
'60 0.98215 .Q.04476 0.19083
165 0.97652 -0.02033 0.18729
171 0.97360 0.01218 0.18820
183 0.85926 -0.15564 0.20825
186 0.97060 -0.07602 0.20021
189 0.97819 -0.04282 0.20258
195 0.98133 -0.00985 0.20932
200 0.98499 0.01739 0.21309
205 0.98248 0.04490 0.20951
225 1.00301 0.13594 0.1S770
245 0.99776 0.19948 0.14255
270 0.98095 0.26123 0.05959
295 0.96404 0.28487 ..Q.04938
315 0.95240 0.27051 -0.13772
335 0.96232 0.24129 -0.21836
340 0.94545 0.19nS -0.24545
345 0.94038 0.10028 -0.25213
351 0.92993 0.15621 -0.27084
360 0.79561 -0.10650 -0.25190
Table 15 : pitot Tube Wake Survey Data (radius - 8.89 em)
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deg. UxIU Ut/U Ur/U
3 0.68804 -0.02877 -0.25359
6 0.78367 -0.05356 -0.32948
9 0.75911 -0.06275 -0.31445
15 0.77536 .Q.10840 -0.28693
20 0.81179 -0.13861 -0.26770
25 0.83668 -0.16483 -0.24850
45 0.97284 -0.26666 -0.16542
65 0.98914 -0.27832 -0.07278
90 0.98993 -0.25575 0.03199
115 0.99123 -0.20207 0.11133
135 0.98559 -0.14919 0.15095
155 0.99289 -0.10514 0.17645
160 0.98987 -0.06624 0.16676
165 0.98239 -0.06036 0.18781
171 0.97244 -0.02118 0.19297
183 0.96132 -0.14252 0.12487
186 0.94834 -0.11485 0.17400
189 0.94086 -0.08727 0.20662
195 0.95548 -0.02498 0.21571
200 0.97684 0.01140 0.21474
205 0.97808 0.03947 0.20954
225 0.97779 0.11804 0.18264
245 0.98637 0.18415 0.14889
270 0.98099 0.24534 0.07346
295 0.98461 0.28172 .Q.03576
315 0.97794 0.27970 .Q.13434
335 0.85417 0.19483 .Q.22867
340 0.81571 0.16917 -0.24705
345 0.77477 0.15190 .Q.26337
351 0.75534 0.11685 .Q.28655
360 0.69842 0.08748 .Q.24872
Table 16: Pitot Tube Wa.ke Survey Data (radius· 10.67 em)
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deQ. UX/U UVU Urtu
~
I ~.~~ -0.01750 -0.09561~ -0.00858 -0.22262~ -0.00143 -0.23957-0.07558 ·0.23529~ -0.11973 -0.25975
25 0.68395 -0.14203 -0.24899
45 0.92452 -0.27783 -0.18141
65 0.98795 -0.28141 -0.07009
90 0.99573 -0.24942 0.04753
115 1.01054 -0.19242 0.11730
135 1.01823 -0.13867 0.15156
155 1.00901 ·0.07294 0.17136
160 1.00520 ·0.05781 0.17947
165 1.00164 -0.03285 0.19138
171 0.99131 0.02700 0.22535
183 0.69852 -0.02575 -0.11293
186 0.61364 -0.17661 0.05423
189 0.98377 -0.08569 0.28038
195 1.00671 -0.00160 0.23110
200 1.01138 0.02664 0.20735
205 1.00621 0.04~99 0.19438
225 1.02249 0.12328 0.16454
245 1.01362 0.17877 0.12903
270 0.99409 0.24168 0.05663
295 0.97815 0.27645 -0.05829
315 0.90512 0.27739 -0.16985
335 0.n343 0.18318 -0.23936
340 0.67237 0.14001 -0.25067
345 0.63198 0.12169 -0.25726
351 0.55130 0,09599 ..Q.24065
360 0_19839 -0.01658 ..Q.10850
Table 17 : Pilot Tube Wake Survey Data (radius - 12.19 em)
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Fig. 24 : erA Wake Survey (axial velocity)
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Fig. 25 : CfA Wake Survey (tangential velocity)
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Fig. 26 : CTA Wake Survey (radial velocity)
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4.3 Comparison of Results
Figures 27, 28 and 29 represent a comparison between wake SUTVey data obtained
wing constant temperature anemometers and pitottubes. The wake pattern at a radius of
12.19 em along the propeller plane, established by these two methods, has been compared.
Wake survey done using both erA and pitot tubes indicate a relatively unifonn
flow in the region of 60' to 170' (fig, 27). The lowcr values of the axial component of
velocity in this region, using CTA, can be attributed to problems associated with
temperature concetion. In this range, the sensors were exposed to the free stream now
and hence should have predicted the test speed of 0,55 mi., In the region of the bottom
ponion of the skeg (around 180"), there is a drop in the axial velocity component, as
observed by both methods. Turbulence in this region resulted in an increase in the
tangential velocity component (fig. 28). In the range of ('f to 30" (skeg ponion near the
hull), the crA method indicates more or less a smooth now as compared to pitot tube
wake SUTVey; which is due to an ambiguity in the waler line length and the model
displacement indicated in the pitot tube wake survey report [Nordco Ltd. (1991)].
Another indication of CTA measuring more axial and unifonn flow in that region can be
seen in figure 28; where the tangential velocity components arc smaller in magnitude as
compared to pitot tube wake survey. A similar trend is also obseTVed in figure 29; which
represents radial velocity component in the range of OG to 180',
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Fig. 27: Comparison of Axial Velocity Component (radius - 12.19 em)
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Fig. 28: Comparison ofTangential Velocity Component (radius - 12.19 em)
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4.4 Level and Frequency of Turbulence
The intensity of turbulence can be represented by ils energy spectrum over the
turbulence frequency range. To analyze the frequency components of turbulence, a fast
Fourier transform (FFf) was performed on the time-domain recording of converted
velocities (values obtained after iteration). During the iteration process, some of the test
data in the close vicinity of the skeg showed signs of flow reversal. This is indicative
of the turbulent nature of now in the propeller plane. For practical purposes, turbulence
can be regarded as having frequencies below 45-SOHz. The sampling frequency is
normally ten times that of the maximum turbulence frequency of interest. By considering
the turbulence to be mostly under 30Hz from the present results, a sampling rate of
300Hz was chosen.
Typical energy spectra of the recording at various radii and angular positions are
shown in figures 30, 31 and 32. Figure 30 indicates the presence of maximum
turbulence in the region of skeg (near the keel), at a dominant frequency of
approximately 13Hz. Figure 31 represents the energy content at radii of 5.08 cm and
10.67 cm along the radial line of 90". It can be seen that the dominant frequency occurs
at a very low frequency of approximately 2Hz and the lower energy content clearly
indicates lower levels of turbulence far away from the skeg. Figure 32 represents
turbulence in the region of the skeg (near the hull) which appears to have decreasing
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Fig. 30: Spectral Analysis (160° radial line)
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levels of turbulence at higher radii. Due to varying levels of turbulence, different scales
have been used in these plots in order to identify the dominant frequency at one angular
position and different radii.
The level of turbulence at the inner radius near the region of the skeg (along
radial lines of 160" and 15") is much higher than that for the outer radius. In the region
of skeg (near the keel), a decrease in the axial component of velocity (fig. 24) and
subsequent increase in tangential and radial components of velocity (fig. 25 and 26),
indicates presen~ of turbulence in the region of skeg (near the keel). Along the radial
direction of 90", the energy content at radius of 6.98 cm is larger when compared to that
at radius of 10.67 cm; which was mostly exposed to the free stream now. Due to a
relatively uniform distribution of water flowing into the propeller plane (except the region
of skeg), the amount of energy in the spectrum is not significant and indicates that the
level of turbulence is minimal.
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Chapter Five
Discussion and Conclusions
All sensors were calibrated over a range of speeds. Prior to calibration of each
sensor, the constant temperature anemometers were warmed up (at the beginning of the
day) for nearly 90 minutes. This ensured thermal stability of the resistances in the
electronic circuitry which otherwise would induce an error in measurements. Effects of
humidity on the Wheatstone bridge balance were ignored.
Each sensor had to be put through a bum in period of approximately 70 - 80
hours before calibrations were done. Repeatability levels of normal calibrations were
checked for individual sensors, which when curve fined using the modified form of
King's law showed their output to be stable. pilch calibration was attempted on sensor
3; which during the initial stages appeared to be sensitive to changes in angles of pilch.
However, sensor 3, once put through a further bum in period, demonstrated insensitivity
to changes in angles of pitch. Pitch calibration was done for all sensors and data were
curve filted based on the modified King's law. It was concluded that the sensors were
insensilive 10 changes in angles of pilch. A polynomial of 3rd order gave the best fit for
both normal and pitch calibration data.
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The directional sensitivity calibration, also commonly referred to as yaw
calibration, covered yaw angles ranging from 0" to 90". Yaw calibration data were curve
fitted based on a two-variable non-linear polynomial of 3rd order. Yaw characteristics
around 45° were interpolated based on the two-variable non-linear polynomial. In the
region of interest (0.55 m/s), curve fitting error varied from 0.03 % to 1.5 %.
Percentage error at each yaw calibration point is available in the Appendix.
The calibration velocity was measured with an accuracy of about ± 0.005 mts
[Bose and Luznik (1995)]. The entire calibration processes of all sensors were done at
an overheat ratio of 0.4, which to a large extent eliminated the need for temperature
correction. However, thermal currents were present in the wave tank which affected
sensor response during the calibration process. The level of variation in temperature
along the horizontal direction in the wave tank could not be measured continuously.
Normal and pitch calibrations were done at a constant depth of 0.3 m (measured from
the top surface of the water in the tank). However, yaw calibration was done at varying
depths (in the top 0.3 m of water column) in the wave tank. On certain days, during the
yaw calibration process. a temperature gradients of approximately ± a.soc were
observed in the top 0.3 m of water column. As this phenomenon was not observed
continuously during the yaw calibration process, temperature correction was not applied
to yaw calibration data. The complete effects of horizontal and venicaJ temperature
gradients on sensor characteristics could not be accounted for by an appropriate
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com:ction to the output of the sensors. Also, the thermal c:oefficient of expansion was
assumed to be conslant while calculating the decade resistance of the anemometer.
From the calibration plots it can be seen that, at high velocities, the gradient of
the calibration curve is reduced compmd with that at lower velocities. The calibration
curve was flat at higher velocities, which indicated that the heat loss rate or the
convection rate of the sensor had reached a limit and that the anemometer output voltage,
V, became very in~sitive to any further increase in velocity, U. Any test conducted
in this range yields a large error in measured velocity, for the reason that any slight
change in voltage, V, will correspond to a large change in velocity, U. Calibration at
0.S5 mIs, which was our prime concern, fell in the highly non-linear range where the
gradient of voltage against velocity was relatively large.
Results obtained from the pilot tube wake survey and this study indicate a
relatively uniform uial distribution of flow in the propeller plane for angles from
approximately 45· to 165- (i.e. with the exception of the sleeg area). There is a lar;e
apparent scatter in the data obtained by this study which is due to the fact thai the
temperature varied within a range of ± a.soc during the test period (five days). The
pattern of flow was the same for all radii except for either a drop in velocity or an
increase in velocity relative to one anolher (different radii). An improved temperature
correction procedure will help eliminate the errors introduced by I~e linear approximation
which was employed in Ihis study. Also, there is a possibi:ity that the sensors
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deteriorated over the prolonged period in usc. For instancc, at a radius of 10.67 em.
which was done on the last day, there was a drop in the axial component of velocity
when compared to tests done at other radii. However the pattern of flow appears to be
unaffected. At all radii, there is an under prediction of the axial component of velocity
which is due to inadequate temperature correction procedure. As a result, the radial and
tangential components of velocity appear to be slightly higher when compared 10 the pitot
tube wake survey. In addition, the testing region (described as the propeller plane) was
not defined exactly in the pitot tube wake survey report. As a result, an assumption was
made to locate the sensors midway between Ihe skeg and the rudder line. Varied regions
of testing could have caused non-conformity of results to some e.";lent. However. this
does not account for the variation of the data between different radii. A spectrum
analysis along the propeller plane, (at various radii) indicates the presence of maximum
energy content (level of turbulence) in the region of skeg and minimum energy contenl
elsewhere.
To conclude, the study indicates thal the measurements of flow velocity in three
dimension, during nominal wake surveys in a lowing tank, can be done using three
inclined single hot film probes using constant temperature anemometry. However, the
accuracy of resulls is limited due to two main factors :
Temperature variations occur in the disturbed flow behind a ship model
and over the extent of a towing tank. At present, it is impractical to
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continuously measure water temperature during a time series record and
correct each data sample for the appropriate temperature. Here
corrections were made based on calibrations done at the beginning of each
day of tests. This overall correction for the general trend in the
temperature variation in the tank was insufficient to maintain acceptable
accuracy in the records.
2. The velocity components (axial. radial and tangential) were resolved from
the three outputs from three single sensors. Any small variation in the
accuracy of a signal (say that arising from an error in temperature
correction) affects all three components of velocity.
To be a useful instrument for nominal wake survey. both these sources of error
need to be addressed. This might be done by more reliable means for temperature
correction, or it might be alleviated to some extent by use of a bank of sensors such that
time changes between measurements are redUl:ed. The latter would not account for
spatial variation in temperature over the extent of the tank. The sensors do allow for
relatively high spatial resolution in the measurement of velocity and for measurement of
the energy levels contained in the turbulence. They are the only type of sensor which
allow an effectively continuous signal to be made of velocity at a high frequency
response.
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Appendix
Program to examine repeatability of normal and pitch calibration of sensors based
on the modified Conn of King's law.
Program to evaluate the coefficients of two-variable non-linear polynomial based
on yaw calibration data.
Input and output files of yaw calibration (from the above referred program).
Program 10 iterate values of velocity and yaw angle for a given voltage (used to
analyze wake survey data).
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Program 10 ensure repeatability of normal and Ritch ClIlibI'l!tjpD Of sensors
Based on the modified form of King's law
A 3rd order polynomial was used in this study
Negligible curve fitting errors for repeated normal and pitch calibrations
(presented in the body of this thesis) confirmed stability of the sensors.
Subsequently, yaw calibrations were done.
85
THIS PROGRAM CURVE FITS DATA BASED ON THE VALUE OF M.
KINO'S LAW WHEN M - I AND OTHERWISE BECOMES MODIFIED
FORM OF KINO'S LAW.
proaram dpfil
implicil real+S (l-h,o,:r.)
panmelel'(numu-IOO,namax'" II)
dimension u(numu),v(numu),lI.(nullllll.),)'{lIumu),~rlI.y(nullllll.)
dilIlelUion l(n.tmU),b(nlmu),coel{nlllllll.,nlmu),tt1(n.mu)
comnlOn/acomlllll.,ux(IOO),vlI.(IOO)
COMMON IboutllllOtd
cham::ter+ISfilm
ClI.temalll.yfil.lran5.fabn.dif.npoly.cylwkt
opel1(2,fil~_'infltlt.dat',5talull_'old')
opel1(9,fil~_ 'Olilput.dat· ,status_ 'DeW')
INPUT DATA IS FROM INPUT.OAT
OUTPUT IS STORED IN OUTPUT.DAT
ORDERING OF U.
NX - NUMBER OF CALIBRATION POINTS
read(2,+)1lJI.
READ IN VELOCmES
rcad(2,+) (ux(it),it_I,IlJI.)
READ IN VOLTAGES
read(2,+) (vx(it),it_I,IlJI.)
lip-TIll
doS it_l,numlll
u(it)_Ul{it)
v(il)"vll.{it)
WRlTE{S,+) (VX(lP),IP-I,NP)
WRlTE{o5, +) (V(IP),IP-I,NP)
DO 120K-I,NP-1
DO 130 I-K+I,NP
IF(u{I).GE.u(K» GOTO 130
trl-u(K)
u(K)_u(l)
u(I)_trl
trl_v(K)
v(K)_v(l)
v(l)-trl
130 CONTINUE
120 CONTINUE
writ~(o5,ll)
11 format(ll,'inpulmud~ftned in Eq. (05)')
read(05,+) mord
mord-mord+l
..
r..lInpoly(c,u,v,np,c:n,Iloe,lseod,llIO,uxy)
write(9,SI)np,(u{i),i_l,op)
write(9,61) (v(i),i_l,np)
5\ formal(l1,'dala file ERRXY,DAT-output from STPFlT'
I f!ll,'numberofealibnlionpoinlsnp_',iS
I fIIx,'calibralionveloc:ities:',17(/lx,6flO.4»
61 formal(lx.'calibra!ionvollageoutpul;',17{llx,6flO.4»)
ltIOrd_mord·J
write(9,21)mord,c.(cn(il),il_l,mo)
write(9,31)l5eod,tse
21 fonnat(b,'order m-',i4
1 Ib,'exponcnln=',f10.4
1 lb,'coef. Ak .. ',SfI3.6/1101,5fl3.6)
31 fonoat(b,'error function E I(V).',eI2.3
I /Ix,'errorfunclionE 2(V)"',eI2.311)
wrile(9,41) (eny(ik).ik-;'I,np)
41 fomut(lx,'l'iterror aleach poinlin ~',17(llx,6f10.4»
wrile(5,·)'needloealculalelbeyawfaclor'/(I)'
read(S,·)nyes
if(nyeu:q.O)gotom
write(5,·) (cn(il),it_l,mo)
callcyawkt(cn,mo,c)
999 continue
".p
,,'
subroutine npoly(c,u,v,np,cn,tse,tseod,mo,cny)
implicit real.S (a·h,o-z)
parameter(nurnax"'IOO,namu-IO)
dimensionu{np),"(np).l(nulI1I1),y{numu),cn(narnax+l)
dimemion a(namax+ l).coef(nlmax + I,namax + I),erxy{nurnax)
CO-O.2
ood-<O
,-<0
"-<0
call fabn(lc,u,v,np,cn,tseO,tseodO,mo,eny)
do 20 i-I,60
tc-cO+O.OI·i
call fabn{lc,u,v,nF,a,lse.tseod,mo,eny)
write(S,·)te,tse,tseo.l,c,lseO
if(tse.E\l.lseO)gOlo20
c-Ic
...,....
do 25 it_l,mo
25 cn(iO-I(il)
20 continue
do 30i_I.IO
Icmcc+O.OOI·i
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call fabn(tc,u,v,np,a,tse,r-xI,mo,Crl;y}
if{lSe,gC.tseO)golo40
c_lc
.....'"
do 45 iI_I ,rna
45 cn(it)-a{it)
40 continue
tc ..cc.().OO'·i
call fabn(tc.u,v,np,a,lse,r-xI,mO,crl;y)
if(tse.ge.tseO)goCo30
,a"
tseO_lsII
do 35 it-I,mo
35 cn(it)-a(it)
30 continue
do50i_I,IO
1r._cc+O.OOOI·i
cal1fabn(lc,u,v,np,a,lse,tseod,mo,Crl;y)
if(tse.gc.tseO)golo60
C_IC
....-'"
do55it ... I,1DO
55 cn(ill-a(it)
60 continue
Ic"cc-o.OOOI·i
caUfabn(lc,u,v,np,a,tse,15cod,IDO,crl;y)
if(lU.gc.tseO)goto50
C_lc
IseO_tse
do 65 it-I,mo
65 cn{it)-a(il)
50 continuc
return
,,'
511broutinc fabn(cll,u,v,np,a,tsc,beOd,mo,en:y)
implicil~I·8(.·h,o·J;)
parametcr(numu.-1OO,1I11I1&ll_IO)
dimcn5ionu(np),V(np),ll(Ullmu),y(nulDIll)
dimension a(namax + t),c(namax + I,llamax + I),erl;y(numall)
call1lllf1s(ex,u,v,np,ll,y,mo)
call llyfil{Jl,y,llp,mo,a,c:,tsc,var,cIl.Y)
lseod_O.
do IOi-l,np
vfil-dif(l,Iuo,Jl(i),O.)
if(vfit.lc:.O.)vfil_O,
\seod .. Iscod+(v(i)-sqrt(vfit»·'"2
erxy(i)_abs(v(i)·5qrf{vfil»/v(i)·IOO.
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10 conlinue
C gl .. tse
C lsc_tscod
C lseod-t:l
""'m
,,'
subroutine tT&l\s(e~,u,v,llp,l,)',mo)
illlplicilre.lll·S(I-h,o-z)
oommoolboullmord
dilIlCllSioou{np),v(np),l{llp),Y(IlJI)
!DO-mom
do IOJ-I,np
l(i)-u(i)··el
y(i)_v(i)*"'2
10 conlinue
mNm
,,'
c
SUBROUTINE XYFIT(X,Y,NP,MO,A,C,TSE,VAR,ERXY)
implicil real·S (I-h,o-z)
plflIme!er(nlmu-IO)
DIMENSION X(NP),Y(NP},ERXY(Nf'),A(MO),C(MO,MO),B{nllfW: + I)
NP:No.ofdalipoints
Mo.I: ordcroflbcpolynomill (MO<_II is 5Cl in the program)
NI_I
N2.. NP
N-N2·NI+I
IF(MO.LE.II) OOTO 110
WRITE{S,120)
120 FORMAT(lX,'THE HIGHEST ORDER OF THE POLYNOMIAL< _10'
I IIX, 'RESTART WITH A LOWER NUMBER')
110 CONTINUE
XM-O.
YM-O.
DO IOJ-I,NP
XM_XM+X(I)
YM-YM+Y(I)
10 CONTINUE
XM_XM/NP
YM .. YM/NP
DO IOOIO_I,MO
J-JO-I
XYB-O,
DO 200 I-Nl,N2
XPART_l
IF(ABS{X(J»)+J.GT.O) XPART.. X(W*J
200 XYB=XYB+Y(I)*XPART
B(10) .. XYBfNP
"
DO 300 KO-I,MO
K_KO_I
XB .. O.
D0400I-NI.N2
XPART-I
IF(ABS(X(I))+l + K.GT.O) XPART-X{I)·"{K+l)
400 XB-XB+XPART
300 C(JO.KO}-XDINP
100 CONTINUE
CALL DLSARG(MO.C,MO,B,I,A)
TSE-O.
VAR .. O.
D0500I_NI,N2
SXY-O.
DO 600 K.. I.MO
XPART_I
IF(ABS(X(I))+K·I.GT.O) XPART-X(I)··(K-I)
600 SXY ..SXY+A{K)"XPART
C error in "
ERXY{I)-ABS(Y(I)-SXY)IABS(Y(1))"IOO.
VAR-VAR+(Y(I)-YM)·"'2
500 TSE-TSE+(Y(I)-SXY)""'2
RETURN
END
FUNCTION DIF(A,M,X.YO)
implicilrt.ll·S(a-h,o-z)
DIMENSiON A(M)
function DIF-F(I)'Y 0
F(I) is a polynomial OfJ (M-Ithordcr)
A(M) are tbecoefficienu
Y_O.
DO 10 I.. I,M
10-1·1
Jpart-I
if(abs(I)+io.gt.O) lpart_Juio
10 Y_Y+A(I)·lpart
DIF .. Y·YO
RETURN
END
caleulation oflhc yaw factor
subroulinccyawkt(aco.mo,CJl)
implicitrCII:·S(a-h,o-z)
paramcter(nlmax-ll.numu_IOO,pi_3.1415927/18O.)
dimension aco(mo).yawf(numu,I\.llIIU).ylwkl(lIumu.namu)
dimension ~meany(nlm..).~nnsy(n.mu.)."'ytl\ll(ll......),.ymi(llImax),
cmeank(nanlU).cnnsk(n.mal),dJna{namn).Jkrni(ll'mu.)
dimension u(numu,namax),v{numax.Damu),lIu(namu).'~(Damu)
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dimensiOIl crf(numn,namu),Vl:(numax,n.lRIlt),suber(n'rlIu),
5ubrms(n.mu)
comlDOnlacomlnx,llIlorm(IOO),vnorm(IOO)
ehaTllcler·15fi1en
dall u,v122oo+o./
slItcmenl fuDctioooftbccffcclivevclocity
dU:lhcc.librationvelocily
da: yaw lllI&le (in radillll)
dkt:y.wf.ctor
tn.(da)-sin(da)
ylTll(da)_.1874269+3.222723c·3+tTll(cla)+I.02656227+
1 tra(da)U2..Q.22411871+1n.(da)+·3
ylra(da)...207606+.313142+111l(da)+O.994339+1r.(da)UZ
1 ..Q.526574·tTll{da)··3
ytTll(da)_O.150464+.118694+tra(da)+O.719069·1ra(da)·'"2
1 +.:)24345c·Z·II1l(da)·"3
ytTll(da)_O.Z07JI9·.0620522·1ra(da)+Z.0799·111l(da)UZ
I -1.21912·tn.(dalu J
cuef(du,da,dkt)=(du·ytl1l(da»Uu
C cucf(du,tIa,dkt)-(du·sqrt«Jin(da)··Z+
C 1 dklu2"'{cos{da»·""2»·+u
C iopuldata fromcllannel2
C input data file should be ilCl up in thc fo:lowing formal:
C 1st row: na • no. of yaw anglc calibr.tiolU
C 2nd row:.)· v.ll1CSofthose 'j'w anglu
C 3rd row: nuv)-no. ofvclocity calibratioll.t each
C cOlTeSpOnding y.w angle
C 41h row: II i • v.luesofthcClllibratiollvclocilies
C - allsly,wlll&lc
C 51h row: vj • v.lues of lhc lllIcmomctcr oulput vollal:c
C .ltbClC lsi y.wClllibrationvclocilics
C 6th row: u i-v.luesofthcClllibrationvcloc:ities
C - .1 2nd y.w 1lI8le
C 7th row; Y_i • v.lues of thc anemometer output yoltalc
C .1 tbcsc Znd y.wClIlibmlion velocities
C .... lllIdSOOll
wrilc(5,"') (aco(it),it-I,mo),cx
writc(5,*) 'enter inpul data filcnlmc'
IUd(5,"') filen
open(Z,fi]c_fiIen,slatus.. 'old')
rcad in no. of yaw IlIglcs of calibration
read(2,·)n.
write(5,·)n.
read in lbcvalues oflhosey,wllIglcs
rc.ad(2,"') (.le(i),i-I,n.)
write(5,·) (.te(i),i-\'1l')
read in the 1lO. of velocity calibTllions It each oflhcg y,wllIllles
read(2,·) (nu{i),i=l,na)
'1
wrile(S,·) (nu{i),i-I,IUl)
read inlhosevelocides and output vol..ges .teach of those
yaw angles
do 10i-l,nl
read(Z,·) (u(k,i),k:-I,nu(i»
read(2,·) (v(k,i),lt-I,nu(i»
10 continue
C (lulputoflheinpulclatl
do ZO i_I,na
write(9,1~) i,llc(i),nu(i)
I~ fonnal{lx,'Dal.l input IS follows:'
1 Ih,iZ,'thYlwllllglevlllle_',n.2,
I 'h,'no. ofcalibrationvelocities_',iZ,' theYll'e:'1)
wrile{9,2S) (lI(j,i)J-I,nu(i»)
25 fonnat(Ilr.,'U_: ',IOnA)
wrile{9,3~)(v(j,i)J-I,nll(i»
3S fonnat(b,'V-: ',IOn.4)
20 continue
mont-mo-I
if(mord.£1.3) 8°10999(1
gOlo (100,200,3OO),mord
C m"I-King'sJlw
100 continue
do Il0i-I,nl
If-ate(i)*pi
do 120m_I,nu(i)
effeclive velocity of the powerofn
udn-(v(m,i)"Z-aco(l»/lco(Z)
if(uefn.Il.0.)uefn_O,
effeclivevelocity
uef_uefn··(I.'t.l.)
Ylwfunclion
ylwf{m,i)-uef/lI(m,i)
alt-(yawf{m,i)j"Z-(sio(If»)·'"2
jf(alt.~.0.)Ylwltt(m,i)_lIqrt{ak{(cos(al})"2)
if(ak.h.O.)yawl:l(m,i)--sqrt(-ak'(cos(afW'"2)
C neallive values of ylwkl represents iINginl? values
120 coolinue
130 conlinW'!
110 continue
8°10400
200 continue
C m-Z modified KinS's law
daZIOi-l,nl
af~·..te(i)·3.14IS51Z7fl80·1
do 220m-l,nll(i)
uefn-(-aco(2)+6Ij1t{ac0(2)·aco(2)-4·lCo(3)·(IC1l(I)-
I v(m,i)·v{m,i))))/(Z"lco(3))
"
uer-uefn"(I./e~l
write(S.·) (.eo(it).il-1.lIlO).e~
y.wf(m,il-uerlu(m.i)
write(S.·lu(lll.i),uefu,uef,y.wr(m,i)
u-(uef/u(m,i)l·~-(sin(afl)·~
if(ak.ge.O.»)'8wkt{m,i)-sqrt(akllabs(eos(af)
if(Ik.II.O.lyawkt(m,il--sqT1(-ak)labs{eos{al)l
220 continue
210 continue
goto400
300 continue
.-.co(4)
b-.co(3)
c-.c0(2)
delll"'b/(3.·a)
p-(3.·.'"c·b·b)/(3.·.·.)I3.
do310i-l,n.
af..ate{i)·3.14IS927/180·1
do3IOm-l.nu(i)
d-aco(ll-(v(m,iW'"2
q-a.·b..3+27.·.·."'<l-9.·.·b-e)1(27.·...3)f2.
dpq"q·q+p"p"p
pq-sqrt{dpql
pq._(-q+pqlU(I./3.)
~b-·(q+pq)··(l.I3.)
uefn"pq.+pq1l-delll
uef_uefn"{I./u)
y.wf(m,il-uef/u(m,i)
u-(uef/u(m,i»·"'2-(sin(sf)·'"2
if{ak.ge.O)y.wkt(m,i)-sqrt(ak)/abs(cos(.f)
if{ak.lI.Oly,wkt(m,l)--sqrt{-akllabs(cos(.f)j
320 continue
310 continue
400 continue
do4IOi-l,na
num-O
SIllllY_O.
sumk-O.
do420m-l,nu(i)
if(y.wkt{m,i).le.0)goto420
num_num+1
sumy_trnmy+yawf(m,i)
sumk-SIlmk+y.wkt(m,i)
420 continue
cmeany{i)-O
crneank(i) ..O
if(num.gt.O) cmeany{i)_sumylnum
if(num.gt.O) cmeank(i)..sumklnum
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num .. O
nnsy-O.
nnsk-O.
do430m_l,nu(i)
ir(y.wkt(m,i).Ie.O) 1010 430
num_num+1
nnsy_nnsy+{cmeany(i)·y.wf(m.i))-OO2
muk_ nIlSk+ (cmeank(i)·y.wJ:t(m, i»-OO2
430 OOlIlinue
cnnsy{i)-O
cnnsk(i).. O
if(num·II.O)crmsy(i)_sqrt(nnsyfnum)
if(num·lt.O)crmsk(i)_sqr1(rmskfnum)
410 continue
write(9.405) mord
405 format(flh,'rf'sul15 from m-',il
I JI1.'neg.li ...e ....luesofkt represenlSimaginary ....lues'
I 111.'ofthey.wfaclorastbey.wfunclionisless'
I 11l,'lhanlhesineoflhey.waDlle·)
do 440 i-I,na
write(9,415)i,.le(i),nu(i)
4lS formal(h.i2,·lhy.wangle ....lue-',f7.2,
I Ih,'no.ofc.libralion ...elocities-',i2.
I fh,·y.w function y_; yaw faclor k.. below:')
write(9,42S) (y.wf(k,i),k_l,nu{i»
425 fonnal(ll.'y_:'.10e10.2)
wrile(9.43S)cmeany(i).crmsy(i)
435 formal(b. 'the mean of those yaw function v.lues .bove th.t·
I fll,'.re gre&lerthan lite sine ofYlw Ingle is:',n.3
I Ih,'lheir eorrespollding rool-mean'square is :',17.31)
write(9,445) (y.wkl(k,i),k_l,nu(i»
445 format(la,'k-:'.IOn.3)
write(9,455) cmeank(i),crmsk(i)
455 fonnal(h, '1!16 mean of the y.w factor ....Iues abo...e zero is:'
I ,17,3
I Ih,'theircorrespondillgroot-mean.squareis :·.n.31)
440 continue
write(9,465) (ate(i),i-I.n.)
465 fonnal(h, ·a.. •,619.2)
C
do 4SOi""l,na
wrile(9,475) (Yawf(j.i)J .. l.nu(i»
475 formal{Il.6l'9.·3)
450 cOlltinue
lot0500
9990 cOlltinue
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write(9,505jmord
505 fonmt(h, '00 ulcul.tion routine is aVlillble for m>3'
I Ih,'nooutputislvail.bleform=',i1
I 11~,'lry another value "r mno mon than 3')
~Nm
500 continue
nonn"nl+1
DU{Dorm)-n~
ate(norm)-90.
do 510 i_I,n~
u(i,norm)_unorm{i)
v(i,norm)-vnorm{i)
510 ~ntinue
C
do910i_l,norm
910 write(9,905)lte{ij,(u(m,i),m_l,nu{i»
do 92Gi-l,norm
920 write(9,90S)ate(i),(v(m,i),m.. l,nu{i»
905 fonnat(h,f6.1,14fB.3)
C
do 810i_l,nl
810 write(9,905) ate{ij,(yawf(m,i),m-l,nu(i»),emtlllly(i),cl'lI1.'Iy(ij
do 820i-l,nl
820 write{9,905) Ite{i),(ylwkt(m.i),m .. l,nll(ij),cmcank(i),cnnskji)
600 continue
write(!l,·) 'inputlvaluefortbeyawfactOf'
read{5,·)ckt
num_O.
ersum-O
do 520 i-I,norm
ar"'lte{ij"pi
nsub_O
ersub_O.
do 510 m_l,nu(i)
vc{m,ij_sqrt(dif(lco,mo,cuef(u(m,ij,af,ckt),O.))
erf(m,i)-abs(vc(m,i)-v(m,i»/v(m,i)·IOO.
ersum.. ersum+erf(m,i)
ersub_crsub+erf(m,i)
Dsub_nsub+l
num-num+1
530 continue
suber(ij-crsub/nsub
520 continue
ersum_ersumlDum
rool-rnean-sqUlllllofthcerrors
os
ntI!l-O.
do540i-l,nonn
nsuh_O
nnssub-O.
do5S0m_l,nu(i)
ntI!l-nns+(erlium-erf(m,i»"2
nnssuh-nnssuh+(subel(i)-erf(m,i»·'"2
nsuh_nwb+1
550 cOlItinue
subrms(i)_sqr1(rmssuh/n5llb)
540 continue
rms"sqr1(rmslnum)
write(9,515)ckl
515 fontllt(h:,'the input yawfllClOr value -',n,3f)
do 560 i_l,nonn
write(9,525)i,lle(i)
525 fontlll(IJt,i2,'thyawangle-',h,2
I Ib,'calculated volt-ges (Vc)'
I 1J~,'percenlare fiuingerrors e(%) are'/)
write(9,SJS) (vc(m,i),m_l,nll(i»
SJS fontllt(Il,'Vc-',IOn.4)
write(9,S4S) (erf(m,i),m-I,nu(i))
545 fontlll(lJt,'e(")-',lOn.2)
write(9,555)suber(i),subrms(i)
555 fonnal(IJt,'wlll!a mean percentage error of ',19.4
Ib,'and rool·meaft·square of the mean error or,f9.4/1)
560 conlinue
wrile(9,SIS)ckl
do 930 i-I,norm
930 wrile(9,90S) ate(i),(vc(m,i),m_1 ,nll(i))
do940i_t,nonn
940 wtite(9,91S)ate(j),(erf(m,i),m"l,nu(i»,luber(i),subrnl$(i)
915 fOrmlt(11,f6.1,14fS.2)
wrile(9,S6S) ersum,rms
565 fonnal(ll,'tnean value of the total percentage
I fillinserron-',fS,2
1 11 ... ,'wilharoot-mean-squarevalueor,fS.2)
wrile(5,·) 'try anolher k tvalue?(l)'
read(S,·)nrel -
if(nret.eq,l) golo600
return
,.d
"
Program tQ m!!@!e the cosfficj;n't gf two-variable ngo.!jDQ[ pgIyngmii"
Based on yaw calibration data
A 3rd order polynomial w:u used in this study
Used for all foor sensors
Following the program, input files and output files (voltage, velocity, curve·fitting
error in percentage at each point, corrected voltage, coefficients of two-variable
non-linear polynomial) have been attached
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THIS PROGRAM CURVE FITS DATA BASED ON
TWO·VARIABLE NON·LlNEAR EQUATION AS DESCRIBED
IN THE REPORT. THIS PROGRAM WAS USED TO CURVE FIT
YAW CALIBRATION DATA. A THIRD ORDER POLYNOMIAL WAS
USED IN THIS WORK.
NX - NUMBER OF CAlIBRATION ANGLES SHOULD BE SET INITIALLY
BEFORE COMPILING THE PROGRAM
MO • ORDER OF POLYNOMIAL + I SHOULD ALSO BE SET INITIALLY
IMPLICIT REAL.S (A·H,O·Z)
PARAMETER (NX S,MO-4,API ...3.J4IS926S36fl80.)
PARAMETER (MS MO+(MO+t)12)
PARAMETER (MT-MS+4S)
DIMENSION X(NX),Y(NX,30).Z(NX,30),A(MS,MS),C(MT)
DIMENSION NY(30),ERXYZ(30,NX).YT(NX.30).ZT{NX,30j
DIMENSION D3XYZ(30,NX),D3CON(NX,30),g(30,NX),H(JO,NX)
DATA Y,Z,G,HI96O"O.f
EXTERNAL ZXYFJT
OPEN(2,FILE- '7y.w.DAT',STATUS_ 'OLD')
OPEN(3,FILE- '7YAWO.DAT' ,STATUS", 'NEW')
OPEN(4,FILE-'7YAWU.DAT'.STATUS_'NEW')
OPEN(7,FILE-'7YAWV.DAT',STATUS,.'NEW')
OPEN(8.FILE,,·7YAWVC.DAT',STATUS_'NEW')
YAWO.DAT· ASSORTED OUTPUT
YAWU.DAT· CALIBRATION VELOCITY
YAWV.DAT· CALIBRATiON VOLTAGE
YAWVC.DAT· FmEO VOLTAGE
do 998 irel_I,1
READ(2,·) (X(I),I-I,NXj
READ(2,·) (NY(I),I-I,NX)
DOIOI-I,NX
READ{2,·) (Y(I,I),J -I,NY(1))
10 READ(2,·) (Z(I.J),J-I.NY(I)
do9i_l,nx
x{i)a'll.(i)·api
alii npoly(ex,y.z,Yl,zl,lU,ny,a,mo,ms,a,c,
I l5e,tseod,enyz)
ealllrans(ca,y, ..,tu:,lly,yl,Zl)
CALL ZXYFIT(X,NX,YT,NY,ZT,A,C.MO,MS,TSE,ERXYZ)
60 FORMAT(IX:."._',SE1S.7)
wrilc(3,60) l5e,ca
wrilc(3,60) (e(i),i-I,ms)
ealelll.tionorthcsumorl.bcsqUlrcdcrrorsincquatioll(lO)
T5EOO ..0.
DO 100 I-I,NX
DO 200 J-I,NY(I)
yt(iJ)-(j"'O.IS}+'"u
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SUBT_O.
NUVS_O
DO 1l01U_I,MO
JU-IU·I
D0210IV_I,1U
JV_IV_I
XPART-]
IF(ABS(X{I))+JV.GT.O} XPART .. X(lluJV
YPART.. I
IF(ABS{YT(I,J))+ABS(JU-JV).GT.O) YPART.. YT(I,Jj"'·(JU-JV)
NUVS-NUVS+1
SUBT-SUBT+C{NUVS)·XPART-VPART
210 CONTINUE
110 CONTINUE
TSEOD-(Z(I,J)·SQRT{SUB1)·"'2+TSEOD
ERXYZ(J,I)-ABS(Z(I,J)oSQRT(SUB1)IZ(I,Jj"'IOO.
d3xyz(j,I)_sqr1(subt)
200 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
WRITE(3,60) TSEOD,EX
WRITE(3,SI) «ERXYZ(I,J),J .. I,NX),I .. 1,14)
51 FORMAT(lX,7F7.4)
DO 301 I_I,NX
00301 J_I,14
H(1,I)"'Z(I,J)
301 G(J,I)_Y(I,J)
WRlTE(4,71) «G(I,J),J_I,NX),I_I,14)
WRlTE(7,71) «H(I,J),J_t,NX),I_I,14)
WRlTE{S,71) ((D3XYZ{I,J),J-I,NX),I_I,14)
71 FORMAT(lX,7F7.4)
998 continue
STOP
END
subroUline npoly{cx,u,v,yl,Zl,nll,ny,x,lIlO,ms,eocf,cn,tse,lSeOd,crxy:)
implicitreal·S{a-b,o-z)
dimellSion u(nx,30),v(nx,30),yt(nx,30),ll{nx,30),x{nx)
dimension ny(30),crxY:(DJI.,30),coef(nIlI,Il1S),.(4~),cn(ms)
ex-O.3
nO_ex
Ie_ex
call (abn(tc,u,v,yt,Zl,nx,ny,x,mo,ms,coef,cn,tseO,l5eodO,erxyz)
do 20 i_I,30
lc=exO+O.OI*i
call fabn(tc,u,v,yt,Zl,nx,ny,x,mo,ms,cocf,a,tsc,IsCOd,erxy:)
if(tsc.se.lseO) soloW
eX_I(:
""'-'"
"
doZS il_l,ms
IS en(h)-.(iI)
20 continue
do 30 i_I,IO
te_cc+0.OO1·i
Colli f.bn(lc,u,v.yl,zt,lU,ny.lI,mo,ms,eoef,.,lsc,tseod,cnyz)
if{!~.gc,tsdJ)golo40
ell-Ie
tseO=ISC
do 4S jt"l,ms
4S en(il)-.(it)
40 «>nlinuc
te_cc-o,OOI-i
Clllf.bn{lc,lI,v,yl,Z1,Illt,ny,:r.,lIIo,llIS,cocf,.,tsc.tseod,enyz)
if(tse,gc,tsdJ)goto30
Uafe
tseO_lse
do 35 il-l,llIS
35 en{it)_.(it)
30 continue
do50i-I,10
te-cc+O,OOOI·i
Clllf.bn(tc,ll,v.yt.Z1,Illl,ny.lI,mo,ln.'I.eoef",lse,tseod.enyz)
if(tse.ge,tscO)a:oI060
ell-Ie
~:>_Ise
do 55 il"l,ms
55 eD(it)-=.(il)
60 continue
le-cc.o.OOO1·i
c.lI f.bn(lc,u,v,yt.zt,nll,ny,:r.,tnO,ms,coer,.,tse,!se(Ki,enyz)
if{l5e.ge.lseOla:oloSO
~:r._tc
tseO_lse
do 6:; il-I,1llS
65 en(it)_.(il)
SO continue
~tllm
,,'
sllbroUlinehbn(ell,ll,v,yl,zt,lIl1,lly,lI,tnO,ms,l,e.lse,
1 tseod,enyz)
ir.:~·licil reaJ·S{I·h,IN)
dirne.~sion1l(ILl,30),V(IlX,30),yt{ILl,30),Z1(1Ll.30).1I(tu)
dimension ny(30),I(llIS,ms),b(45),e(ms),enyl(n:r.,30)
ellltrans(u,Il,V,nll,ny,yt,:tt)
100
CALL ZXYFIT(X.NX.YT,NY.ZT..... ,C.MO.MS.TSE,ERXYZ)
txod ...O.
nrum
,,'
subrOUlilletrans(CJl,u,v.lU,ny,yc.zt)
implicit real·S(I·h.o·z)
dimensionu(nx,30),v(nx,30).yt(M,30),itt{nx,30),ny(30)
do \Oi-1.1I.1,
do 10j_l,ny(i)
yt(ij)-u(ij)··el,
Zl(ij)_v(ij)·~
10 cOlIlinuc
return
""Thi55ubroutinecurve fit5atwo-Y.riablcpolynornialtO.5d
of (lI,y,z) da18 by meas of. lcast 5quares regression
SUBROUTINE ZXYFIT(X,NX,Y,NY,Z.A,C,MO,MS,TSE,ERXYZ)
IMPLICIT REAL·B (A-H,O·I.)
DIMENSION X{NX),Y(NX,30),Z(NX.30),A(MS,MS),B(4S),C(MS)
DIMENSION NY(NX),ERXYZ(NX,30)
F(II,y)_Sum(i .. O;n)Sum c)j lI"j y"i-j O-O;i)
(0-2)-c 00 +c 10y+c IIlI+c 2Oy"2+C 2hy+c 22.1"2
NX:dallP;;inls-; - - - -
NY: daI.poinlll·y
MO-I-n: order or the polynomi.l
MS-SUm i (i-I;MO)-MO(MO+I)I2: the number of coefficients c_ij
MO <: _9 is set ill the program (i.e. 8(45»
NS"O
DO 555 J-I,MO
NS_NS+I
555 CONTINUE
IF(NS.EQ.MS) GOTO IS
WRITE(5,25) MO.MS
2S FORMAT(lX:M AND MS ARE INCOMPATIBLE'
I IIX,'M+I-',I5
I IIX,'Ms.. ',16
I IlX, 'DOUBLE CHECK PROGRAM INPUT AND START AGAINl'fI)
RETURN
IS CONTINUE
NUVS_O
DO 10 IU-I,MO
JU_IU·j
DOWIY_I,IV
lY_IY·1
NUYS_NUYS+l
SZ_O.O
DO 110 I-I,NX
DO 120J-I,NY(I)
101
XPART-I
IF(ABS(X(I»+JV.GT.O) XPART_X(l)uJV
YPhRT-I
IF(ABS(Y(IJ))+ABS(JU·JV}.GT.O) YPART_Y(IJ)U(JU·JV)
SZ-SZ+Z(IJ)·XPAR,..YPART
120 CONTINUE
J10 CONTINUE
8(NUVS)_SZ
NMNS-O
DO 210 N_I,MO
IN_N·I
D0220M-I,N
JM-M·I
NMNS_NMNS+I
SXY-O.O
D02151.,I,NX
DO 225 J _I,NY(I)
XPART-I
IF(ABS(X(I)+JV +JM .or.O) XPART_ X(I) ....(JV +JM)
YPART-I
IF(ABS(Y(I,J»)+ABS(JN+JU·JM·JV).OT.O)
YPART-Y(lJ)U(JN +JU·JM·JV)
SXY-SXY+XPART·YPART
US CONTINUE
215 CONTINUE
A(NUVS,NMNS)_SXY
220 CONTINUE
210 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
CALL D1.5ARG/NUVS,A,NUVS,B,I,C)
SUM OF THE SQUARED ERRORS
TSE_O.
DOlWl-I,NX
D0400J-I,NY(ll
SUBT-O.
NUVS_O
DOlIOIU_I,MO
JU_IU_I
DO 410 IV-I,IU
JV_IV_l
NUVS-NUVS+ I
XPART_I
IF(ABS(X(I»+JV.GT.O) XPART-X(ll·"JV
YPART-I
IF(ABS(Y(I,J» + ABS(lU·JVl.OT.0) YPART _ Y(I,J)··(JU·JV)
SUBT-SUBT+C(NUVSl·XPAR,..YPART
410 CONTINUE
102
310 CONTINUE
TSE-(Z(I,J)-SUBl)·'"2+TSE
ERXYZ(I,J)-ABS{Z(I,JrSUBT)/ABS{Z(I.J»
write(3,34)x(i),y(i,j),sqrt{z(iJ»),
I sqrt(lubt),sqrt(en:yz(iJ))-IOO
400 CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE
write(3,34) (c(i),i>=l,lO)
RETURN
(ormal(b,!"eI2,4)
END
103
YAW CALmBATlQN fOR SENSOR ONE
INPUT FILE IYAW.OAT
YAW ANGLES
90. 80. 70. 60• .50. 30. 20. 10. O.
NUMBER OF CALIBRATION SPEEDS AT EACH YAW ANGLE
899999999
VELOCITY AND VOLTAGE FOR 1ST YAW ANGLE
0.ססOO 0.1219 0.2475 0.50000.7516 1.2551 1.75952.2620
3.59396.57497.08811.80631.2105 8.6842 8.~909.1592
VELOCITY AND VOLTAGE FOR 2ND YAW ANGLE
0.00000.12290.24760.5007 0.7528 1.10B 1.4556 1.8087 2.2620
3.75146.S02S 7.ons 7.72321.0513 8.4184 8.64748.7823 8.9131
AND SOON .....
0.ססOO0.1221 0.24750.49930.1514 1.1040 1.4510 1.8083 2.2618
3.9790 6.4170 6.9841 7.61991.9688 8.3086 8.5236 8.69218.8376
0.ססOO0.12220.24750.49960.1512 1.1045 1.45621.80782.2626
3.6666 6.2369 6.8323 7.4417 7.8078 8.1l79 8.3583 8.4992 8.6951
0.ססOO 0.1224 0.2473 0.4995 0.1513 1.10291.45621.80102.2599
3.53716.0096.60517.2915 7.6395 7.99618.1912 8.3392 8.5250
0.ססOO 0.1218 0.2413 0.4993 0.7512 1.1042 1.45481.8079 un8
3.63475.84926.41931.00877.37197.78678.0225 8.2326 8.4049
0.ססOO 0.1216 0.2417 0.4991 0.7503 1.1036 1.4553 1.8081 2.2612
3.5834 5.6586 6.2365 6.8100 7. 1474 7.5467 7.84628.0476 8.2627
0.ססOO 0.12280.24730.49980.1516 I.IOlS 1.45571.80812.2610
3.67215.4483 5.96016.6105 6.92061.2408 7.48541.6756 7.9242
0.ססOO 0.1219 0.2417 0.4994 0.7510 1.1041 1.4559 1.8087 2.2622
3.67745.26385.77686.44236.694.57.00347.29907.55111.9066
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mrrpJrT rn E"YAWP DATI
EXPONENT, II '"' 0.4382oooE+00
COEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIAL
a"lI_ 0.1220425E+02 0.4327621£+02 0.6001274£+01.0.8467405£+010.27237036+02
a"lI_ -0.6654442£+01 0.1469114£+01 -0.123011.$£+02 .0.6318249£+000.2228492£+01
PERCENTAGE ERROR AT EACH POINT· EACH VALUE CORRESPONDS TO RESPEcnVE
COMPON£NTSIN OUTPUT FILES IYAWU.DAT. IYAWV.DAT AND IYAWVC.DAT.
3.54841.41857.08841.13375.23282.36032,8498
1.5829 5.0019 0.09410.7616 1.1853 0.ln3 1.1074
0.1446 0.8977 1.5601 0.8239 1.46910.1199 0.8043
0.44131.03110.50320.30610.95380.08020.5966
0.1929 0.10M 0.1792 0.0623 0.49940.28130.4578
1.6930 0.2743 0.4434 0.3210 0.0737 0.1397 D.4529
0.05480.28650.02130.10130.10790.25950.1340
0.10751.21790,50780.81730.80260.31680.0426
0.05950.32480.63440.94850.96171.13840.5492
1.04190.29860.10220.69761.08951.05710.8533
1.47600.22140.09750.37490.04340,30930,9463
0.69190.82651.19251.1603
lOS
OIrrPllT mE ny"'wu DAD
TlfIS IS TlIE SEQUENCE IN WHIOI VELOCITY IS READ AND OTHER OUTPUT FILES SHOULD
BE REAl) ACCORDINGLY.
0.ססOO a.COX! 0.ססOO 0.ססOO O.COX! 0.ססOO0.ססOO
0.ססOO 0.ססOO0.12190.1229 0.1221 0.12220.1224
0.12110.12160.12210,12190.2415 0.24160.1475
0.24750.1413 .:1.2471 0,24n 0.247J 0.24770.5000
0.S007 0.4993 0.•996 G,.4995 0.4993 0.4997 0.499'
0.4994 0.7516 O.7S21 0.1514 0.15110."13 D.7511
0,15030.15160.75101.1SSI 1.1053 1.1040 1.1045
1.1019 1.10421.10361.1035 1.1041 1.75951.4556
1.<570 1.4562 1.4562 1.4548 1.4m 1.45511.4559
2.2620 1.1011 1.80831.1078 1.1010 1.80191.1081
1.1017 1.80170.ססOO2.26202,26182.26262.1599
2.2591 2.26122.26102.2622
OJuPirr rosE IlyAWy P&n
THE VOLTAOES ARE READ IN CONJUNCTION wrm VELOCITY AS ABOVE
3.5939 3.15143.9790 3.6666 3.5371 3.63473,5834
3,6721 3.67746.57496,5025 6.41706.23696.0439
5.1492 S.6516 S.4413 5.26387.0'17 7.0725 6.98041
U323 6.60516.41936.23655.9601 S.17617.&063
7.72327.6199 7.44111.1915 7.0087 6.11006.6105
6.4423 8.2105 '.05131.9611 7.807' 7.6395 1.3719
1.14146.92066.69451.61421.4114 '.3OM '.1379
7.99677.71677.54677.2401 7.(0)4 '.9490 '.6474
1.5236 '.3Sl31.'9721.0'225 7.1462 7.41St7.2990
9.1592 '.7113 '.6921 104m '.3391'.2326 lIM76
7.6756 7.SS17 0.ססOO '.9131 '.13761.69511.S250
'.~9 '.2627 7.92421.9066
OHTPlTT mE nYA\YVc DAD
THESE ARE THE CORREt.i"ED VOLTAGES WHICH CORRESPOND TO INPUT VOLTAGES AS
ABOVE AND PERCENTACiE ERRORS ARE CALCULATED BASED ON THESE VOLTAGES.
3.1214 3.6911 3.6970 3.1082 3.7222 3.72OS 3.68SS
3.6140 3.4935 6.5617 6,4SJO 6.3345 6.22626.1169
5.16355.7094 5.53)) 5.30727.192' 7.0569 6.9279
6.8021 6.6132 6.3870 6.21746.0169 S. 78147.1529
7.70837.56597.42&41.28706.97316.79086.5&02
6,m2 '.23301.01707.9432 7.80207.65787.3385
7.15136.9404 6,69311.6754 1.4275 '.2870 1.1488
'.(K)j3 7.69197.50&47.)000 7.05tU.92018.6Sll
'.5185 8.31.S4 1.24921.9464 7.77017.5706 7.339'
9.063' 8.801S 1.6832 1.5585 '.4301 '.1"'67.9789
7.7119 7.:1614 0.ססOO1.9465 1.13]11.7220 8.6057
1.3461'.19441.01177.1149
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yAW CAl WAATJON fOR SENSOR TWO
INPUT FIIJ: 2YAW,DAT
YAW ANGLES
90.,80,,10,,60.,50,
NUMBER OF CAUBRATION SPEEDS AT EACH YAW ANOll::
1,7.7.7.1
VELOCITY AND VOLTAGE FOR 1ST YAW ANGLE
0,000000.12168590,24769040.49917UO.1507214 1.00278111.2544831
3,59942 6..S4S41041.12852991.82898081.3037.5S4 8.5714516 8,80441Sl
VELOCITY AND VOLTAGE fOR 2ND YAW ANOLE
0.0ססoo 0.1208484 0,2472025 0.4998461 0,15 13150 U1030194 1.2540653
3,5877.5 6.52822991,10641901.8204180 1.2324~151,5221296 1,7360453
AND SOON ••••,
0,0ססoo 0,1209240 0,2476931 0.4988643 0.7518545 1.0023250 1.2544291
3.928066.46521011,028251'7.68960441.09650388,4099796 8.6142292
0,0ססoo0,12173220,2478858 0.49886190,75121811.0011019 1.2535622
3.92806 6.3435063 6.8830784 7.5361953 7.9341163 I, 1975160 8,4189189
0.0ססoo 0.12152Q1 0.2476971 0.4990944 0.75058411.0035379 1,255:z.m
3.92806 6.0737267 6.6392206 7.2914238 7.7I442J51.985U67 8,2050367
OlITPUr fU.E {2\'6,WO DAD
EXPONENT, D - 0.2983000E+00
COEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIAL
,',. 0,1002288E+OI.(),!3S2662E+02 0,3280068E+02 0.5978110E",02 0,4470655£+02
,'.- ..Q,7.11444IE+02..Q,23916S9E+02'(),8845916E+OI'().1127lS3E"'01 0,3.561689E+OI
PERCENTAGE ERROR AT EACH POINT· EACH VALUE CORRESPONDS TO RESPECTIVE
COMPONENTS IN OUTPUT filES 2YAWU.DAT, 2YAWV,DAT AND2YAWVC.DAT,
2.0470 J.9S04 1.51610.18280.23330.1366 0,2819
0.40920.5152 0.4642 0.4966 0.2303 0.0943 0,03(5
0.3290 0,3266 0.2JS8 0.0715 0.0699 0.0445 0.3249
0.18480,1255 0.0037 0,3113 0,0627 0.1112 0.1495
0.2825 0,1136 0.0012 0.0241 0,0780 0.1.145 0.1385
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OIITffO' m t ';YAWl! PAIl
THIS IS TIlE SEQUENCE IN WHiCH VELOCm IS READ AND ornER OUTPUT FILES SHOULD
BE READ ACCORDINGLY.
0.ססOO0.ססOO O,lXlOO 0,ססOO 0.ססOO 0,1217 0.12D&
0.1209 D.1217 0.1215 0,2477 0.24720.2417 0,2479
0.24770,49920.499& 0.4989 0.49&9 0.4991 0.7S07
0.7513 0,7519 0.7513 0.7506 1.0028 1.<1030 UlO23
l.OOIl UlO35 1.2545 1.2541 1.2544 1,2536 1.2553
OIUPIIT m t 12YAwy pAD
THE VOLTAGES ARE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH VELOCm IN THE SAME MANNER AS
OUTPUT FILE (2YAWU.DAT)
3.59943.58783.9281 3.92813.92816.54546.5282
6.46526.3435 6,07J7 7.12&51.1064 7,0283 6.8831
6.63921,8290 7,8204 7.6896 7.5362 7,2914 8.J{l38
8.23248,09651.9341 7.7144 8.5715 8.5227 8.4100
8.19151.98518.8044 8.1360 8.61421.4190 8.:ZOSO
O1trPJU m E f2YAWVC Dm
THESE ARE THE CORRECTED VOLTAGES WHICH CORRESPOND TO INPUT VOLTAGES AS
IN OUTPlTT PILE (IYAWV.DAT) AND PERVENTAGE ERROR AT EACH POINT IS BASED ON
THESE VOLTGES AND THE CORRESPONDINO VOLTAGE IN OUTPUT FILE (2YAWV,OAT)
3.52513.12953.8685 3.9352 3.9189 6.5)656.5098
6.43886.310& 6.1019 7.16391.1228 7.0349 6.8&52
6.6611 7,8546 7.8020 7.6956 7.5309 7.2947 8.2768
8.2J·:'.l8.10671.9l44 7.6904 8.5768 8.5132 8.3974
8.22077.97618.80438.13828.62098.44218.1937
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yAW CAl mRATIQN FOR SENSOR THREE
INPUT FILE JYAW.DAT
YAW ANGLES
80.•90,,10.•60,,50••30. :m.,IO.•0.
NUMBER OF CALIBRATION SPEEDS AT EACH YAW ANGLE
10,10,10,10.10.8.8,8.8
VELOCITY AND VOLTAGE FOR 1ST YAW ANGLE
0.ססOO 0.1215 0.2472 0.4993 0.7511 I.O())) 1.2551 1.50681.80792.2607
3,4799 5.6856 6,2099 6.8136 7.15161.4376 7.62837.76731.92948.0615
VELOCITY AND VOLTAGE fOR 2ND YAW ANGLE
0.ססOO 0.12iS 0.2472 0.4991 0.75071.0038 1.2548 l.S059 1.8081 2.2627
3.48795.7964 6.3280 6.9313 7.28911.S831 1.76807.92248.0799 8.2179
AND SO ON .....
0,ססOO 0.1217 0.2476 0.49970.75121.00301.1546 1.5Q6.4 1.8083 2.2609
3.49335.62456.1707 6.7m7.12481.4648 7,5915 7.67197.7516 7.8683
0.ססOO 0.1217 0.2477 0.49930.75051.0031 1.2548 1.5Q6.4 1.80792.2610
3.72135.59636.10896.63556.90507.26767.46307.5966 7.70J4 7.8604
0.ססOO 0.1220 0.2480 0.49900.75091.0030 1.2546 1.S060 1.8072 2.2614
3.33285.35245.88676.4072 6.64716.9454 7.1742 7.2598 7.3528 7.4664
0.ססOO0.12180.24690.49910.74981.2541 I.BOU 2.2601
3.5792 5.2206 5,6935 6,2998 6.6165 7,0401 7.2813 7,4174
0.ססOO0,12150,2472 0.4996 0.7501 1.2540 1.1079 2.2596
3.31HS 5.0833 5.5618 6.0613 6.40066.8688 7.2042 7.3204
0.ססOO 0,1212 0,2478 D.5000 0.7499 1.2545 I.BOIO 2.2604
3.44284,9572 5,037 5,8m (1,1969 6.7128 7,0539 7.2168
0.ססOO 0,1201 0,2471 0,49880,7510 1.2540 1.8081 2.2609
3.44794.7683 5,1626 5.5546 S,7718 6,2730 6.6828 6,8915
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runPJer mE IJYAWO DtJl
EXPONENT, II - 0.4503000E ..00
COEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIAL
,.,.. 0.1079219E+02 0.3037168E+02 0,8068669E+OI..Q,1703726E+01
0.18j2357E+02
,.,• ..Q.9580133E+01.().1029914E+01 .(),8288S38E+OI 0.7931897E+00
0.3164674E+01
PERCENTAOE ERROR AT EACH POINT· EACH VALUE CORRESPONDS TO RESPEcnVE
COMPONENTS IN OUTPUT FILES 3YAWU.DAT. 3YAWV.DAT AND 3YAWVC.DAT,
0.4733 0.29620.3366 5.4876 6.6785 0.1328 6.8633
0.3056 4.72G4 0.0219 0.0080 0,5698 1.5303 1.5052
0.4286 0.54720.36041,24200.3889 0.5j90 0.76J7
1.4124 O.64D1 0.02820,2Ias 1.2101J0.5947 0.3522
0.1198 0.0404 0.6596 1.0637 1.2872 0.0072 0.3830
1.3364 0.6675 0.8208 0.8384 0.4953 2.54741.0399
0,2318 0.08313.19100.17550.21012.02931.1279
1.6564 0.92730.78941.29061.99390.10290.2691
1.2280 1.24270.9860 0.1550 1.I935 1.60810.6589
0.1354 0.OBB4 0.4800 1.0868 1.1944 0.2613 0.3495
1.2281 0.52550.28970.29340.26940.7184 2.3706
0.ססOO 0.ססOO0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.2638 0,3991 0.5527
0.8500 2.8558 0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.0002
OIITMrf mE Il¥AwtJ DAD
THIS IS THE SEQUENCE IN WHICH VELOCITY IS READ AND OTHER OUl'PUT FILES SHOULD
BE READ ACCORDINGLY.
0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.ססOO
0.ססOO 0.ססOO0.1215 o.ms 0.1217 0.1217 0.1220
0.12180.12150.1212 0.12010.24720.2472 0.2476
0.2471 0.2410 0,2469 0.2472 0.2418 0.2471 0.4993
0.4991 0.49970.49930.4990 0.4991 0.4996 0.5000
0.4988 0.75110.7507 0.7512 0.7505 0.75090.7498
0.7501 0.7499 0.7510 1.0033 1.0038 1.0030 1.0031
1.0030 1.2541 1.2540 1.2545 1.2540 l.2551 1.254.
1.2546 1.25411.2546 1.8083 1.8079 1.8080 1.8081
1..5068 LS059 1.5064 1.5064 1.5060 2.26012.2596
2.2604 2.26091.8079 1.8081 1.8O$J 1.8079 1.1072
0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.ססOO 2.26012.2627 2.2609
2.2610 2.2614 0.ססoo 0.ססOO 0.ססOO0.ססOO0.ססOO
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O1ITPJtr fIY; gum PID
THE VOLTAGES ARE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH VELOCITI' IN THE SAME MANNER AS
OUTPUT FILE (3YAWU.DAn
3.4799 3.4879 3.4933 3.7213 3,3328 3.5792 3.3185
3.44283.44795.68565.7964 5.6245 5.5963 5,3524
5.2206 5.0833 4.9572 4.1683 6.2.099 6.3280 6.1707
6.10895.88675.6935 S.S6185.43375.162.66.11:J6
6.931]6.71336.63556.40716.29986.<16135.8917
5.55467.15167.28917.12486.90506.64776.6165
6.4006 6.1969 5,7718 7.4376 7.58317.4648 7,2676
6.9454 7.04016.8688 6.7128 6.2.7307.62.83 7.7680
7.59157.46307.17427.28137.2.0427.05396.6828
7.16137.922.41.67797.59667.2.5987.41747,3204
7.21686.89151.92948.0799 7.7516 7.70341.3528
0.00000.0000 0.0000 O.<XOO 8.0615 8.21791.8683
7.8604 7.4664 0,0000 O.<XOOO.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000
O1ITPJrr mE QYAWVC PAT)
THESE ARE THE CORRECl'ED VOLTAGES WIDeH CORRESPOND TO INPUT VOLTAGES AS
IN OUTPUT fiLE (3YAWV.DAl) AND PERCENTAGE ERROR AT EACH POINT IS B....SED ON
THESE VOLTAGES AND THE CORRESPONDING VOLTAGE IN OUTPUT FILE (3YAWV.DAn
3.4634 3.4776 3.4815 3.5171 3.5554 3.S1l4O 3.5463
3.4533 3.2.8515,6844 5.1969 5.5925 5.5107 5.4330
5.24305.11114.93934.10916.2.3406.36346.1237
6.0226 5.9244 5.6951 5.54965.36195.13196.8376
6.98126.7106 6,5917 6.4754 6.2.187 6.0609 5.1691
5.62&& 7.19937,3489 7,06516.93926.1U70 6.5477
6.3858 6.1~115.9560 7.4507 7.60]6 7.31337.1856
7.0604 6.9748 6.1146 6.62626.39811,63617,7889
7.4983 7.37037.24497.27007.11826.9404 6.7268
7.77787.9294 7.6410 7.5140 7.39017.4372. 7,2948
7.12126.92777,9064 8.05627.7125 7.64817.5271
O.OOlXlO.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 8.0402 8.18517,9118
7.79367.67960.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
III
YAW ell mRATIQN [OR SENSOR ElVE
INPUT FILE SYAW.DAT
YAW ANGLES
90.,80.,70.• 60,.30.,20.,10.,0.
NUMBER OP CAUBRAll0N SPEEDS AT EACH YAW ANGLE
7,7.7,7,7,7,7,7
VELOCITY ANDVOLTAOE FOR 1ST YAW ANGLE
0.00000.12110.2481 0.4999 O.75121.00s3 1.2.561
3.89436.9126 7.SJ80 8.2600 8.7OJS9.0153 9.2221
VELOCITY ANDVOLTAOEFOR 2ND YAW ANGLE
0.00000.12130.14780.49880.7502 Ul027 1.2SS6
3.969S 6.87957.4863 8.22528.65208.92509.1114
AND SOON .....
0.00000.12150.2486 0.4999 0.7S08I.0033 1.2SS4
3.92JU.7760 7.3476 8.0715 8.4841 8.7491 8.94SS
0.00000.12220.2465 0.50020,750S 1.0035 1.2SS4
3.90486,61137,1853 7.88038.2826 B.S293 8.7019
0.0000 0.1220 0.2472 0.4991 0.750S 1.0027 1.2m
3.79206.11786.6077.28237.66017.9633 8.1154
0.00000.12180.2476 0.49990.75U 1.0039 1.2554
3.9872 5.9599 6.5335 7.14117.49541.7659 1.8692
0.00000.12210.24180.49990.75101.00391.2m
3.90015.7914 6,l539 6.88017.1855 7.44367.6307
0.00000.12160.2483 0.49930.75231.0039 1.2554
3.88995.5822 6.1106 6.48146.89607.0796 7.2M5
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OIITPIIT m E lSYAWO DAD
EXPONENT, II - 0.31J2000E+00
COEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIAL
,',_ 0.1.52Z2S6E+OZ O.2820532E+02-o.3351675E+OO 0.2203915E+02 0.339023.5E+02
,",_ 0.6292.516E+OO-o.1480970E+02-o.7243170E+Ol -o.4671103E+OI-o.2189680£+00
PERCENTAOE ERROR AT EACH POINT - EACH VALUE CORRESPONDS TO RESPECDVE
COMPONENTS IN OUTPUT FILES 5YAWU.DAT, 5YAWV.DAT ANOSYAWVC.DAT.
0,76951.18680.1337.0.20512.77402.30640.1099
0.30100.24510.6722 0.7591 0.0700 0.7008 0.4126
0.09160.13260.10450.01550.17050.40110.4103
0.34070.96310.89180.51320.53580.36640.2008
0.64490.61080.38191.53310.23870.60630.2952
0.19710.54200.46430.11300.08810.00160.4229
0.06900..5809 0.0596 0.7613 0.2114 0.57460.012.5
0.23470.03790.91110.38510.18760.46260.1441
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mrrprrt m t; 'iliUWl' DAD
THIS IS THE SEQUENCE IN WHICH VELOCITY IS READ AND OTHER OUTPUT FILES SHOULD
BE READ ACCORDINGLY.
0,ססOO 0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.ססOO 0.ססOO
0.ססOO0.12110.12130.12150.12220.12200.1218
0.12210.12160.24810.24780.24860.24650.2412
0.24760.24780.24830.49990.49880.49990.'002
0.4991 0.4999 0.4999 0.4993 0.1512 0.1S02 0.1,OB
0.1S0S0.7SOS0.75150.1SIOO.1S231.00s3U1027
1.0033 1.0035 1.0027 1.0039 1.0039 1.01)39 1.1561
1.2S56 1.2S54 1.2S541.15311.2SS4 1.2SS7t.1S54
purrtn' mE ISUwy DAD
TIlE VOLTAGES ARE READ IN CONIUNcnON WITH VELOCITY IN THE SAME MANNER AS
OUTPtTTFILE (5YAWU.DAl)
3.89433.96953.92353.90483.19203.98723.9007
3.88996.91266.81956.77606.61136.1178'.9599
'.7914'.58227.'3801.48637.34761.18536.6837
6.53356.35396.11068.26008.22528.077".8803
7.28237.14716.88076.48148.70358.65208.4841
8.28267.66011.49547.18556.89609.01538.9250
8.74918.52937.96337.76597.44367.07969.2221
9.11748.94558.70198.17547.86927.63077.2655
QrrtMIT ED E (SVAWY' DAD
THESE ARE CORRECTED VOLTAGES WHICH CORRESPOND TO INPUT VOLTAGES AS IN
OUTPUT FILE (5YAWV.DAl) AND PERCENTACiE ERROR AT EACH POINT IS BASED ON
THESE VOLTAGES AND THE CORRESPONDING VOLTAGE IN OUTPUT fiLE (5YAWV.DAl)
3.92433.92243.91833.91283.89723.89'23.1964
3.90166.92956.83336.72466.60676.16075.9845
5.79675.58967.'9117.48061.36017.21416.7111
6.51126.29276.05578.30248.18118.04797.8961
7.32937.10346.85446.58088.7208.599'8.4591
8.29897.70167.4606 7.1936 6.90219.0154 8.8873
8.74318.57887.95867.70687.42797.12039.2233
9.09608.94898.78128.14397.88407.'9541.2160
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Program IQ iterate Yalyes Qf yelocity and yaw angle for a given voltage
The three sets of coefficients (one set each for the sensors) based on the two·
variable non-linear polynomial v.'aS used in the program.
Used to analyze CTA wake survey data
Program converged for known value of voltage, velocity and yaw angle (based
on the yaw calibration model· checked for all 4 sensors)
Routine - Coefficients eSl2.blished for the three sensors based on the two-variable
non-linear polynomial and individual voltage outputs were used. Since the
voltage OUlput of each sensor (obtained from tests) contained both velocity and
yaw angle, an initial value which was slightly more than the free stream velocity
was assumed and the yaw angle for each sensor was calculated. The assumed
velocity and the three yaw angles were then compared with the three components
of velocity which were based on the direction cosines of each sensor (with
reference to the arrangement in the experimental setup), Iteration was performed
until the velocity assumed equalled the velocity calculated.
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Programlocalculale.lpbal,alpba2,alpbl3
SUffill 1,2 Illd 3 starJds for sensor 1,3 and Sresply,
PARAMETER ndat IS THE TOTAL NUMBER Of VOLTAGES TO BE READ
parameter (nclall_6000,slope_3.0S17S781t4,offsct__ IO.O)
cbaratler·IS rnamel,rnarne2,rn.me3
dimo:nsinn Cl{ndal1),C2(nclatl),C3(ndllll),UX(ndall)
dimension UY(ndall),UZ(ndatl)
dimensinn VI(nclatl),V2{ndall),VJ(ndall)
implicilreal·8(a-b,o-t)
reital(IO),a2(IO),I3{IO),nl,n2,nJ,vl,v2,v3,
+um,alpbal,alpha2,alpbaJ,rb.sI,rbs2,rbsJ,lbsl,
+lbs2,lbsJ,crrl,err2,mJ,dt(J,3),tosalf{3),vel(3),
+elTor,newum
wrile(·,·) 'Give Ihe total number ofdat. points'
read(·,·)ndat
open(unit-SO,file- 'lnewum,dat' ,type'" 'new')
open(unit"'14,fiIe-'coefl.dal',type-'old')
open(unit ... IS,fiIe-'coel'2.dal',type-'old')
open(unlt_16,file_'coefJ,dat',type_'old')
open(unit-25,filc-'leslN',type='old')
open(unil_30,fiIe='lltyt.',type_'new')
open(unit-3S,fiIe-'lavg',type-'new'j
READ VALUES Of VOLTAGE FROM DATA FILE (WAVE TANK)
79 dok_l,ndat
read{25,·)CJ(k),C2(k),CI(k)
VI(k)_((slopc·CI(k))+offseWI.OI499Sn
V2(k) _ (llopc·C2(k» +0££501)"'0.916097321
V3(k)_(llopc·C3(k))+offseWI,084442167
end do
READ IN EXPONENTS OF THREE SENSORS
read{14,·)nl
read(IS,·)n2
read{l6,·)nJ
READ IN COEFFICIENTS FOR THE THREE SENSORS
read{14,·){al(i),i_I,IO)
read{IS,·){.l(i),i_1,I0)
read(l6,·) (.J(i), i-I,IO)
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ioounl- I
swnx_O.O
sumy_O.O
5UIlQ;_O.O
99 COlIlmue
um_ .65
20 c:ootiuue
C ENTER LOWER VALUES OF ALPHAI, ALPHA2, ALPHA)
a1~I-O.OI
alpha2 - 0.01
alphaJ .. 0.01
LHS OF lWo-VARlABLE NON·UNEAR POLYNOMIAL
(TERMS WHICH DO NaT CONTAIN ALPHA)
lhil-VI(icount)·+Z·aICI)·al{1)+{um·"DI)·al{4)·Cllm"'(2+nI)-
+ al(7)+Cllm"'(l"Dl»
IhsZ-V2(ieOllnl)++2.aZ{I)·a2(2)+(um+"'n2)-a2(4)+(lIm++(2"nZ»)·
+ a2(7)"'{um"'{1·n2.»
lhs3 .. V3(icounl)+*2·a3(I)-u(2)+(lIm+"n])·a3{4)·(um··(2+n3»-
+ a3(7)·(um·+(1"D3»
RHS OF lWQ-VARJABLE NON·UNEAR POLYNOMIAL
(TERMS WHICH CONTAIN ALPHA)
rbsl-al(l)'"aIphal +al(5)·alphal·Cvm·*DI)+al{6)*(alph8I·*2)+
+ al(I)·a1phal"'(lIm+"'{2+aI»+al(9)"'(alpbal+*2)"'(um+*DI)+
+ al(IO)"(alpbal·+l)
rhs.2-a2(3)'"aIpba2+ a2(S)+a1pba2"'{um*"'D2)+ a2(6)"'{a1pba2**2) +
+ a2(1)'"aIpha2"'{lIm"'*'(2"'n2»+~)*(a1pba2·*2)"(lIm·"'D2)+
+ a2(IO)"'(a1pba2·+])
rbsJ-a3(3)+a1pba)+a3(5)·a1pba3·(um+"D3)+a3(6)"'(a1pbaJ"Z)+
+ u(I)+a1pba3"'{um+"'{2"D3»+a3(9)·(alpba3*'"2}"'(um+"D3)+
+ u(IO)'"(alpbaJ*·J)
t'rrl_(lhsl·,IuiI)1Ihs1
err2-Clhs2·,hsZ)llhsZ
errl_(lhs3_rhs3)/lh1J
if(elTl.lI.O.)lhen
wrile(+,+) ·Slar1in. al(lhal • TOO LARGE!'
eu<lir
.17
c:ontinlle
if(CfTI.V··OI)tben
alpbal-alpbal+.OI
rhsl-al(3)-alphal +a1(5)'"alphal-(um-'"DI)+a1(6)"'(a1pbal-'"'2)+
+ aICI)-.Jpbal-(umu (2"I»+al(9)-(alpbal-'"'2)"'(um-'"DI)+
+ al(IO)·(a1pbaI U 3)
errl_(lhsl_rhsl)nhsl
/lnlo5
endif
wrile{-,-"alp/lal-',alpbal,'errl_',errl
if{err1.lt.O.,then
write'-,-) 'Slitting alpba2 • TOO LAROE!'
endif
10 oontmlle
if{err1·at··OI)tben
alpha2_alpha2+.01
rhs2-J2iWalpba2+12(5'·alpba2-(um--u2)+a2(6)"'(a1pha2-"'2;)+
+ 12(1''''pba2·(umU (2-u2»)+a2(9)·(alpha2-"'2;)·(um·'"D2)+
+ a2(10)"'(a1pba2--)
err1-{lhs2-rhs2)nhs2
go 10 10
endif
wrile(-,-)'alpba2_',alpba2,'err1_',crr2
if(err3.ll,O.)lhen
wrile(·,-) 'Starting alpha). TOO LAROE!'
endif
15 continue
if{errl'Ct..OI)thea
alpba3-a1pbaJ+.OJ
thIl-u(3)·alpba)+aJ(5)'"alpbaJ"(um-'"D3)+u{6)"'(a1pbaJ-'"'2)+
+ u(I)-alpbaJ-(umu (2-"3»+a3(9)-(a1pba3-"'2)"(um"nJ)+
+ u(IO)"'(alpbaJ U )
err3-(lha3-rhal)nhsJ
go 10 15
endif
writ...;~,-)'alpba3_',alpIla3,'err)_',clT)
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0-'
dc{I.l)=Q,7071
cIc(I,2)_a.
dc(l,J)-O.7071
de(2.i)_O.1071
dc(2,2)_O.6124
dc(2,3)_-o.3S36
de(l,i)_D.7071
dc(l,2l--O·6124
dc(J,3)=.Q,3S36
cosalf(l)-cos(alpbalj·um
wsalf(lj-cos(alpha2j"'um
eosalf(J)_cos(alpbaJ)·um
'EUM' AND 'SUBST' ARE SUBROUTINES TO SOLV5 THREE LINEAR EQUATIONS
callelim(m,dc,cosalf)
callsubsl{m,dc,coSlllf,vcl)
wrileC... ·)'vcl v.ls (ordala set',irounl
dolO i .. I,J
C writcC.,·)vel{i}
30 colliinue
newum-sqn(vel(I)"''"2 + vcl(2)"-2 + vel(3)"'2)
ermr"(newum-um)/newum
if(ermr.lI.O.OI) Ih«!
um_um.().OI
801020
codif
writeC"', "')'Ilcwum_',ncwum, 'error-' ,error,'for data set "icounl
wriIC(SO,·)ncwulll
wnle(30,"')'The following are the valueli of UX. UY, UZ'
write(JO,"')vel(I),vcl(1),vel(3)
sumx-.ycl{I)+sullU
sumy-vcl{2)+5umy
sumz-vel(3)+surnz
iC(lunt .. icOUlll + I
if (icounl,gl.ndat) 1010 500
go 1099
500 asulI1ll_sumx/ndat
asumy_$umy/ndat
asum.z_$lJrnzlndat
wr11c(35,")'AvCl1IiCOfUX, UY, UZ'
wnlc(3S,·) "UII1ll,lISUmy,asumz
""",,.,
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Albroutineelim(Il,',c)
ruI8{3,3),c(J)
inteaerl,ll,l
1-0-1
do lO 11_1.1
il-iHI
calIpiYOl(Il,a,C,b,i1)
do 20 i2-il.Jl
do IOj-il,a
a(i2J)--e:i2.jr-<i2,i1J/a(il,il)·-e:il.j)
10 continue
c(i2)-c(i2)--fi2.il)f8{il.il)'"c(il)
20 continue
30 continue
return
md
wbroutine ~ubst(n.l,c.f)
ruJ 'O,3),c(3),f'(1).lum
inlegerl,n.i.J_
I-n-I
['(n)-c{a)/a(a,n)
do 10i_-I.l
Alm ... O
i_nob
j_i+1
do20j,"j,n
aum-$IUll+a{iJl)·rul)
20 contilll!r;
t{i) ... (c(i)-sum)fa(i,i)
CODtinue
""'m
...
lUbroutinepi'tOl(II,a.c:,il,il)
rWa(3.3),c(J).bir,tcmp,dum,am
mlcccrj,lI
jj_i'
bi.....bs(a(il.il))
do 10i_i••n
am-abs(l{i.i1))
if{am.J1,bir) then
bill-am
ii=i
l\Ildif
10 continue
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ilijj.ne.i1)1hell
do20j~i1.n
dlllD..a(ijJ)
a(ijJ) .. a(i1J)
-<i1d)..dIIm
20 COIItiaue
lemp..e(ij)
e(iJ) .. t(i1)
e(i1)..temp
cDdir
""""...
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